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International copyright by Wolfgang Häusler, Germany / China  

It is not allow to copy this text or any recording files even not a part of this text, content or 

recordings! It is not allow to use this text or the recordings in a other story or the content from in any 
manner or topic. To link this text, recordings or anything of this content in a technical way to a other 

site or page, or use this text, recordings or a part of this recordings or the content from the text or 

recordings in a other story. Or mention this text and the recordings or his content in a story without 
my written permission is strictly forbidden and needs my written permission.  

It is not allow to mention this content or take parts from to use it in a other story or content  in any 
way or any digital or analog medium like newspaper, ebook or common book etc .! Even to use this 

story or a part of this story and changed his content of this story in a other story or content need my 
written permission from Wolfgang Häusler, China / Germany.  

The text and his content is only use for the reconnaissance of this crime begin in the early 70 th. All 
background stories are almost ready written and will public in a book later. Please respect this rules 

of copyright in this way and context of this terrible crime that be a sacrilege on the humanity itself! 
I swear in goods name and in front of any judge in this world that this story and content is nothing 

more than the naked true!  

Here my apologies when my English is not this well! I will try my best to explain all as clear as 

possible…! 

Audio file:  Copyright eng.mp3 or https://yadi.sk/d/7PrhzKKy3EtsxD or 
http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Copyright eng.mp3  
(Please don’t mind this tattoonet.org web address! This is my business site I have rent web space…!  

For near each point I record an audio in there I explain additionally what here is written. ) 

 
 

This content in Germany language:  

Deutsche Regierung will Kindermordserie vertuschen.docx   
https://yadi.sk/i/zK1CuRYD3Ftb5d or 

http://tattoonet.org/Deutsche Regierung will Kindermordserie vertuschen.docx 

 

About: 

In this report I formulate an urgent and serious suspect that the German national security 

in behave of the German government are involved in a pedophile crime in this find over 

the last 45 years for sure more than ~150 children a sadistic death! 

Remind: When you get this file and message then will anything happened to me when I go to 

Germany in the next time begin on 2017.  

I will be killed and find my dead in any way even when it looks like a normal death, injured, missing, 

arrested or anything like this then you know that NAZI-Germany is full wake and alive! Then you 

have the unequivocal proof that this what I telling you here in this file and recordings is the naked true! 

When anything is happened to me or to my wife or to my children. Or all content from  
http://bestofchina.eu 
like 
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/anklageschrift.html 
http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf 
or  
http://bestofchina.eu/wolfi_buch.html 

and all other files from this web address is remove from the server and not attainable anymore then 

for sure the German government stay behind that all and use here last option to make me silent in 

this way that this story never come public! This is then the best hint and proof that the German 

government, authorities and/or justice try anything that this content of truth will hide again like they 

do it since the early 70th. 

In this way I please you here make this public to the rest of the world!  

Translate all the rest I send you. Translate all other I wrote what is in hand of my family in China that 

CrimeAudioEng/Copyright%20eng.mp3
https://yadi.sk/d/7PrhzKKy3EtsxD
http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Copyright%20eng.mp3
Deutsche%20Regierung%20will%20Kindermordserie%20vertuschen.docx
https://yadi.sk/i/zK1CuRYD3Ftb5d
http://tattoonet.org/Deutsche%20Regierung%20will%20Kindermordserie%20vertuschen.docx
http://bestofchina.eu/
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/anklageschrift.html
http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf
http://bestofchina.eu/wolfi_buch.html
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the rest of the world get knowledge of the truth what was matter in Germany from my young time 

on actually this what started 1970. That the world get knowledge of this what I mention here in this 

what I call the “gray leave”! This what is matter with this “gray leave” is  in this crime story only is a 

story beside. The story of this “gray leave” is a story of his own. Inevitable during the years cross both 

stories his way actually because this person I pointing to this children murder crime are member of 

my own family any is inevitable interrelated in some ways and part! 

 

Please copy this PDFs and all other stuff like the MP3-recordings to a other server which is save for 

the hands of German STASI and government!  

May the Germany Government/Justice will try to disturb and cancel the access to this files.  

Is anything with me you can sure that the German national security or some locals from this murder 

lair “Zons am Rhein” or “Dormagen”, or some helper-helpers in this children murder crime doing 

anything against me. 

The Chinese authorities have that mentioned record in hand what was recoding 2010 in the house 

from Peter (Peter Mayer working in this time for Siemens/China.) and Erika Meyer in Beijing. After 

the visit of my sister I did talk with some people from the Chinese authorities about. They told me 

that they recognize that this Germany did use them for here purpose!  

In this record you will find almost what you need to know and for almost what I  reported here the 

proof! 

During my time in China the Chinese authorities, police, government in Beijing observe, spy and 

watch me and check a lot time my computer! Is anything with me happened I please here the 

government of China in Beijing to open here archive over this what he did collected on me over the 

years, actually this over this suspected crime what the German justice did suspect me and in here 

behave the police in Beijing did spy and observe me. (Here I mention again that it is my will that this 

“gray leave” have to give in the hand to the Chinese nation!)  

And there is one more recordings in the hand of the German justice what was recorded 2011 in the 

apartment of my sister Margot Koch. In the apartment of the neighbor from my sister Mr. Wimmer 

was recording equipment installed. Mr. Wimmer and his son knows about and will confirm that.  

With the content of this two recordings is clear that this story I tell you here is a fact!  

Here I mention again that it is my will that this “gray leave” have to g ive in the hand to the Chinese 

nation! 

In this file: Read Me FIRST - Crime Story.docx 
or http://tattoonet.org/Read Me FIRST - Crime Story.docx 

or https://yadi.sk/i/1igHGDhy3F2CGR 

you have a list from all people and institution I send this message and files.  A file list and the location 

you can copy from etc.! Please connect each of other recipient on this list to make sure that the 

other got this message and file. It is possible that the national security try to disturb the delivery. 

Some needs translate from German to English and/or other language. Please build a chain in that all 

confirm the delivery of this files and message and that not 2 or 3 starting to translate all the other 

files. Make sure that all stuff is for anybody accessible.  

 

Introduction 
Audio file:  Listen first- Intro i call you.mp3 or https://yadi.sk/d/dY5wli593ExWkt or 

http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Listen first- Intro i call you.mp3 
When your computer can not read the “mp2”-files then you need a other audio player like “VLC-Player” you can download 

here: http://www.videolan.org/ for free! 

Me, Wolfgang Häusler, born in Germany 18.10.1957, Passport Number: C4jg2yhck 

Early the 70th I was with 16 the youngest theologian in Germany in the Bistum in Cologne. Short after 

Read%20Me%20FIRST%20-%20Crime%20Story.docx
http://tattoonet.org/Read%20Me%20FIRST%20-%20Crime%20Story.docx
https://yadi.sk/i/1igHGDhy3F2CGR
Audio%20eng/Listen%20first-%20Intro%20i%20call%20you.mp3
https://yadi.sk/d/dY5wli593ExWkt
http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Freilichtbuehne%20%20LA_USA.mp3
http://www.videolan.org/
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I got from the Bistum in Cologne a very high church title what was confirmed with an incident on end 

the 80th on the island of Ibiza in Spain. To end the 90th I got a similar title from the Muslim church.  

So, I am a man of the church and believing and do not lie actually not in this way!  

To end the 70th after my mother die so early, my girlfriend Rosanna/USA murdered, my girlfriend 

MeiLing/VIE was murdered. My girlfriend Marlou/NL kill here self, a woman names Kerstin/DE kill 

here self, all in the same circumstances what is the topic I explain here. On this I change my 

profession at least in the 90th to IT-Project Manager etc.!  

Please check my personal files in Germany and you will find who I am. 

On end the 90th was a time I meet a lot famous people from the international music scene from USA 

and UK. At this time I was in USA and UK, even around Europe a well-known person because my title I 

got from the church the “Bistum in Cologne” at November 1972  and end the 90th from the Muslim 

society. And for this extraordinary incidents in my parents home in the 60 th and 70th and during over 

the years after! A prime time have this of this was after my divorce time at ca. middle the 90 th when I 

lived alone in a small apartment in the city Dormagen. Further you will got a detailed information 

about. 

The German government try since middle the 70 th all to hiding what was matter in this crime and 

specially what was matter in this extraordinary incidents what got at middle the 90th spectacular and 

nearly each week was something happened. In the 90th was over this send video to UK and USA as a 

proof. The government in USA and UK was and hopeful is informed about.  

Remarkable in the 90th I let an US Hip-Hop Rap-Musician did bring a video from that what was going 

on in a disco in Cologne calls “Black Music Production”! I make did make sure that this Video what 

shows something absolute extraordinary is success bring to USA and from there to Mexico out of the 

reach from the US government there was at this time in cooperation with Germany in this case. I am 

today not sure but on end the 90th I got the information that one copy of this video is still in Cologne 

and the German STASI did not catch it!  

For that topic listen also the audio file:  Freilichtbuehne  LA_USA.mp3 or 

https://yadi.sk/d/C3JEMhII3EwVWJ or 

http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Freilichtbuehne%20%20LA_USA.mp3  

This STASI watch me, control, spy and observe me all the time over all the years at least begin middle 

the 70th. Interrupt me and try what they can do that nothing about will become public! 

They hunt even in China with that lie there tell the Chinese authorities.  This STASI try on 2011 

persuade me that all is fantasy or madness…! Then on 2013 I meeting a lawyer, Mrs. Gaida, in 

Düsseldorf. By that meeting the STASI spy me again. At this meeting this STASI tell and warning me in 

front of this lawyer and her assistant that I will be in big trouble when I starting to writing and make 

anything of that all public. Even they menace me to violent my children.  

There two records made in China by Mrs. Erika Mayer in here house on 2010 and 2011 in the 

apartment from Margot Koch what is all belong this crime story I explain here! 2014 was a meeting 

with a member from the German national security, STASI, in a Hotel in Düsseldorf. By that meeting 

this national security member spoke of this “gray leave” what have a big meaning and will be a 

further topic in the story and text below. Lucky there was two people they listen what was there 

talking so the existing of this “gray leave” have there a next proof in young time!  

I need make clear that I do not want this what was on the early 70th matter with that “gray leave” 

mix this to with this murder crime story. Actually there are a lot people they know about this gray 

leave, but unfortunate there is some point on this hang both stories together! But again, I need make 

clear here is this crime story in front.  

The status on today is that there are now some points what makes clear and proof that this what I 

telling you here is a fact and not like this government try to situate as not true or a fantasy story like 

they try on 2011! The question is, why try the German Government that this what was matter from 

CrimeAudioEng/Freilichtbuehne%20%20LA_USA.mp3
https://yadi.sk/d/C3JEMhII3EwVWJ
http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Freilichtbuehne%20%20LA_USA.mp3
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the time my childhood time beginning is on today not anymore true ? Because I know at most from all 

what the German STASI all over the years want be hiding in behave of the Germ government!  

I was over all the years the interrupter, the trouble maker who want clarity this case. In this I was 

somebody who needs to tranquilize. In all what they have interrupt me that I will not find out what is 

behind all and never bring this to public. In this I was somebody who needs to  be spying and 

controlling all this long years to interrupt and tranquilize. They was a huge investigation in time and 

effort to calm me down, to make me silence! 

 

High probably and for very close for  sure, the German national security = STASI  and the justice in 

Düseldorf/Germany in behave of the German government cooperating together and have the 

same intention like that murder. In this they are both good friends. This is the logical reason why 

this murder of children never was punished for here crime. In a way was and is a possibility that 

this murder Kurt, Gerd, Anke and Torsten archive to kill me and then will be all fine and nobody 

need worry anymore that anything will be come on light. In this there join like a friedship together 

and let all this murder free until today. 

Here we come up and is matching that the police in Cologne (see point 20) on 201 4. They did not 

want to doing anything equal to the justice in Düsseldorf over all that years during more then 40 

years! 

I am the last he have knowledge over all. I am this person who want catch this children mass 

murder over all the years. I am the only person they are be fear. When I am killed they are save for 

the rest of here live. There is no other they need to worry about. 

When this murder now achieve to kill me then is also all problems for the STASI/German 

government removed. And only me know what was matter with “Sister” on 1971 until today and 

the way of the German government to handle with “sister”. I am this person who know at best 

what this German megalomania soceity did do ob begin 1971. This “gray leave” is the physical 

proof of all! This artefact they take away from me that I have nothing physical in hand to proof 

what I explaining here. The proof that Germany got on 1971 the biggeset gift what a human ever 

can get. Information! Information that they not only refuse and ignored. No, mutch more! They 

handle this most important Information and kick that in here masthuman NAZI behave with feed 

away and hidding the proof. The physical proof, this “gray leave”! 

 

This what on 2013/14 with the travel to China/Harbin closed in a circle. Beginning on 1971 when i 

got that “gray leave” as a personal gift. With this this important information what leads on end to 

the travel on 2014 to China/Harbin! 

This epic fail and fraud from Germany should never ever public to anybody while then the intire 

world watch to Germany as this nation that betrade any single individual on this planet. 

 

That is the reason why the german justice/government let Kurt, Anke and Gerd did do her sadistic 

“killing business”! In this circumstances is to mention that in the justice in Düsseldorf runs 

something very strange and not in a formal legal way! 

 

At this point I call FBI, Interpol, Scotland Yard and please here that they care this topic! I call the 

Vatican and the pope and all Christians. I call the Muslim society and all nation in European. I call 

USA, Rosanna Goldsmith was a child from USA! I call the Netherlands, Marlou Keltjens was a child 

of Netherlands. On end the 70th in the Netherlands in the city “Venlo” was some happened what 

have a direct relation to “Sister” and this “gray leave”! I call the people in Flandern in 

Hertogenbosch. This what was there matter middle the 70 th and end the 90th. I call the people of 

Spain, the church and the people on Ibiza in remembering to the end of the 80th on Ibiza! 

His is me, Wolfgang they call you here!  
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I call the people in England, I call the Buckingham palace and the royal family like I do it on end the 

90th ! On this time I do not have the proof, but on today I have!  

Government for answers and for responsibilities! I call all the musicians I meeting in the 90 th from 

USA and UK…! 

I call Greece! Middle the 70th  in Pyräus/Piraeus. I call the police in Pyräus they honor me with a 

decoration because I help them to catch some criminals. Today I need your help! 

I call all nation to pointing here finger to Germany and force them for answers! 

 

I call here the nation of China! The police and government in Beijing know at best that this 

suspicion what the German justice wanted hang on me beginning on 2000 was nothing else then a 

dirty lie! This German did use you Chinese for here dirty aim! Nearly again a woman, my wife a 

Chinese woman, did lost here live in this case and the justice in German do nothing like all the time.  

 

When the Chinese nation want it. When the Chinese Nation like it then I formulate here officially 

my wish and my will as owner of this “Gray Leave” that this artefact will give to the Chinese Nation 

to Beijing. There should show it to the world and tell them the story behind. The German hiding 

this leave since the 70th to hide here “epic fail” in ignorance to kick the biggest gift away what a 

nation can be get in here megalomania masterhuman behave.  

 

I report that case to the German police and justice. Here the file Numbers:  

 

Police File No. in Germany/Dormagen: 513000-052594-14/5 

Attorney Cologne, No.: 932 JS 10227/14 

Police, KK11, Germany/Neuss:  513000-053231-14/9 

Attorney No. Germany/Düsseldorf. :  10 JS 292 / 15, Attorney Name: Mr. Kompa 

Attorney Germany/Düsseldorf. :  10 UJs 2193/16, Attorney Name: Mr. Kompa 

 

Please sorry for my English, I will try my best to explain my issue short and clear as possible! 

I record for each point an examination and add the timecode on each point. In this way you have a 

text and spoken explanation. 

 

At first, on 2016-09-12 I got the information that my indictment in there I accuse my brother “Kurt” 

and my Sister-in-law “Anke Häusler”/Germany, Zons and Gerd Allard Germany, Zons the murder of 

around ~150 Children. Plus attempted-murder on 2005 and 2007 to me and my Chinese wife what I 

did report in this files Please follow the link  (from card) (This is in German language so I need to 

please you to translate it!) Now I got the message from the justice in Düsseldorf that this case is lay-

down!   

 

In this document I will inform you so far that you have a impression what is going on in this crime and 

especially that what is hang on this case. A matter what mainly did starting on 1971! 

 

In this and all other additional files you will find all explanation that informs you in detail over my 

suspicion belong the German government and his stooge, the justice in Düsseldorf! 

 

I recognize on 2013/14 some indications that supporting my suspicion that the Justice in Germany 

/Düsseldorf is again and once more the ”political-stooge” on that hand glue the blood of  ~150 

murdered Children since the early 70 th! It seems straight that the German government want hiding 

this crime while this will bring them the biggest justice-scandal after the World-War 2 and will make 

http://bestofchina.eu/Polizei%20Dormagen_Anzeige_10_06_2015.pdf
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/attempted.html
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/murder.html
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/anklageschrift.html
anklageschrift/anklageschrift.html
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public there behave on this “gray leave”.  From this occurrence is left this “artefact” what the 

German government take from me and hiding this since this time for the eye of rest of the word! 

 

After Germans megalomania and his mentality of envy-hate to stranger what cost the world the 

World War 2 and this what we know and call the NAZI-Time. In this here is the very same German 

megalomania in this what he did on beginning 1971 until on today. An equal thing and may even 

same worse then this what we know over the Nazi time!  

 

Exact this megalomania and “Masterhuman-behave” shows Germany in 90th in here “Masterhuman-

action” again in a way that need now open and tell the world what was there going on. Now the time 

is ripe to tell this story to the world that they learn what matter in this little town in Germany was! It 

is now time that anybody got the true over this incident what at least was staring in 60 th! This what 

the German government try to hiding all over the years that nobody get knowledge over his and 

there behave after here Nazi-Time!  

 

In the middle of the 90th, after my divorce, I lived alone in a small Town named “Dormagen”! At this 

time was something very strange going on what is depend and the history background to 1971, even 

into the 60th! At this time in the 90th was full of action in the way what the Germany government did 

straight hiding for the rest of the world. There are reports of investigations, inspections, sound and 

video recordings a lot. All this stuff was confidential. They prevented success that I leave Germany to 

USA and did do with this the next epic fail. A huge wrong what have a much more huge fail! After all 

this hunting after me, especially in the 90 th, I got the chance leave to china. Out of the range from the 

German government and his secret service. There in China I find silence and forgot all. On end 2013 I 

remember all. Then some occurrence was appears and I did recognize then the full circumference of 

that fail what the German government did do in this action.  

In the 90th I wrote some article what have a relation to religion but mainly a critical topic of 

sociocultural, socioeconomic etc. and was translate in some other language like only German! This 

was then the point that the government prevent and forbidden me to writing my literature! This lead 

then to 2013/14 what will explain in follow!  

In the year 1999 I leave Dormagen for a job nearby Aachen. The mentioned strange occurrence was 

follow me what have a directly relation to the mentioned artefact the “grey leave”!  

 

The next was on 2010 when my sister Margot Koch visit me in China and remember me a lot from 

that what was before my time in China.  

Listen for this topic the record: Dead Blond Girl.mp3 or http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Dead 

Blond Girl.mp3 or https://yadi.sk/d/eNXC3n7C3EtpDx 

 

I remember my childhood time and lot from that what I forgot during my time in China. The other 

reason why my sister did come. She did come to confess me and to her friend, a terrible crime! That 

was the point I decide to write a reporting over this what my sister did confess to me. In this way all 

my remembering came back I wanted forget. To forget what was in my young time! Forget this 

sadness loss of my girlfriend she was murdered and all what was hanging on. All this what was before 

my time I went to China. 

This all what was there matter in Germany is the incline that on 2013 the German national security = 

“STASI” threaten me to violent me and/or my children when I will starting to writing again. To write a 

book over that that was going on started in the 60th and get his climax on 1971 and middle the 90th in 

my small apartment after my divorce. Straight to the time I was divorced and living in Dormagen. This 

what all was matter during the in Dormagen and during the time I lived in Aachen. And off course, for 

that they want prevent me to writing this in a story book. The behave of the German government 

Audio%20eng/Dead%20Blond%20Girl.mp3
http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Dead%20Blond%20Girl.mp3
http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Dead%20Blond%20Girl.mp3
https://yadi.sk/d/eNXC3n7C3EtpDx
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and his national security call “STASI”. The STASI was over all this time my watcher, observer and 

investigator since the 70th to prevent me to write my story that that never ever become public while 

in this “true” story  Germany betray and fake the rest of the world. That is the background why the 

German STASI did threaten me on 201/14 while they want still hiding all again!  

 

But in main and for first I send you this report because my sister Margot visit me on 2010 and bring 

me news from our hometown. She inform me that our mutual brother Kurt Häusler, my sister in 

law Anke Häusler, here daughter Regine Janosch and here daughter in law Marion Koch are be 

involved in killing children under a drug call “Strychnine” what Kurt give them secretly. This she did 

tell here friend Erika M. also. With that story came Margot to me! Kurt do that for the reason that 

they help him that he will stay free and can stay in his apartment again. Otherwise he will betray 

them as children murder to the police. Of this confession are be two records. One made in China in 

the house from Erika M. and one made in Germany in the apartment of Margot K.!  

Then this what I find out what was matter 2013/14 is the true, and it seems urgently that this is 

true, then highly probably the German government was and is until today willing to accept and 

look away of a murder crime during the last 40 years in this was killed ~100-150 children! I repeat! 

A sadistic mass murdering of 100-150 children from a murder trio Kurt Häusler. Anke Häusler, Gerd 

Allard! 

Even on my visit 2011 in Germany by my sister and meeting my brother Kurt in the apartment from 

my sister he did mention 50 murdered children sitting right to my side. He told me this, absolute 

sure after more than 40 years murdering the police and justice did not catch him and will not catch 

him in future!  

Here is the point! How can that be happened that this crime run over more then 40 years and 

never catch this sadistic murder? That is the reason I write this report and call the international 

society for help and attention! 

 

Sure you will now ask, why did the German government look away over this terrible crime? 

At first to prevent a justice-scandal over a high range sadistic children murder trio what will for 

sure get international public. Germany and here NAZI history in  connection with this a sadistic 

children murder crime is almost unwanted! 

The other reason is my brother Kurt and my Sister-in-Law and even Gerd Allard was witness what 

was on matter on 1971 what is depend on this “gray leave”! Will that  murder crime get public then 

a other thing will get on light! Germans betray, fraud and fail what was matter on 1971 what they 

urgently try to hiding since this time in that they watched me, spy me, interrupt me in any way 

they can. Now I living in China, out of here range, now it is possible for me without any 

interruption to write down what was there matter.   

 

This is it what the German government want hiding. Germans guilty as a traitor in a fraudulent 

crime against each single individual on this planet! Hiding over all this years this mentioned 

artefact the “grey leave” as the physical proof! On this proof is liked the behaving from Germany 

and this epic fail to the entire world to refuse information what have a value for all human ion this 

planet! 

 

I repeat: High probably the Germany Government was able to look away when this mass-murder 

trio Kurt, Anke Häusler and Gerd Allard, all living in the small village named “Zons”, killed for 

pleasure Children on a drug what was invented in the WW2 names “Strychnine”! This Drug 

produce a man named Rolf Totzke living in the same village! Me, the brother of Kurt I know that 

story from begin to end as least as the last one! 
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Topic: 

On end 2013 I wend to Düsseldorf/Germany to visit a lawyer. When I step in his office I recognized, 

like a feeling, that there was microphones installed. I did ask the Lawyer about. First she divert my 

thought about. But after I surprise her she must confess that there are in fact is a microphone was 

installed to observe me again, record what we are talking, like all the time in Germany and later in 

China. At first i suspected the Police in Neuss/Germany for the reason you see in “Point 22”! But after 

I got the information on 09-2016 that the attorney in Düsseldorf close my indictment. Again they do 

so, like a lot time before, especially in the 90th after my divorce I was lived in Dormagen. This must be 

have the meaning that they are “not willing” to investigate this case seriously, formal, and regular! 

Then I began to remember my visitor 2014 in Germany in the Hotel I living and this what this man did 

say to me! This what was on 2013 and 2014 was the missing link or the missing piece in a puzzle! 

That was the moment i find the reason and the link why the attorney in Düsseldorf do not want 

investigate this case in a serious way and what is behind that all over this many years before!! Than 

actually is there no much ways to see it plain and logical to understand what is going on with this 

case of children murder! Even mass-murder! Imagine this! Mass murder on children over more  then 

40 years and the justice in Germany handle this like car accident!  

After I got the information from the attorney that this case is closed i aware clear what is matter! All 

what was going on since the early 70th and before. That what was matter in the 90th etc.! This 

massive observation in China! 2013 and this what 2014 was spoken! Then I understood that this have 

all one source and one message and messenger! This is, the German STASI/Government himself! He 

did and want try again to hidden this crime since middle 70 th! That must be and is for sure the real 

reason of all this effort to check, control, observe me. Recordings etc. all this years! 

After more than 40 years there is no other reason or conclusion anymore. 

By that interception on 2013 did this people menace to violence my children (see on: -b1-). I was 

wondering, a year later, my visitor in the Hotel did know that in detail and wanted talk about to 

downplay what was there talking in the office of the lawyer! In this way he confess that the STASI is 

that institution they menace to violent innocence woman like they did do it in fact in the 90 th! That is 

NAZI behave and nothing else! He like it or not when I write it here open that f or anybody. Fact are 

be facts! How let them do that? Why he want do that…?  

I remember that very clearly. In the office of the lawyer, after this menace was spoken out. The 

lawyer become angry about that this people going this far to menace my children in this topic.  

After they call the office again. The assistant form the lawyer manage the telephone. She told us 

what this people did say and told this people our answer! She was in this moment the messenger in 

the middle! Means even, there are be 2 witnesses for that! After this menace to violent my children I 

give that people in return, when anything about my children I will go in the underground and doing 

revenge! This threat go very to far! I demand that they have to stop immediately all observation on 

me in Germany and in China. Otherwise we have a problem…! 

 

Then 2014, ca. 1 years later in Düsseldorf in a Hotel I have a visitor. A member he was send from the 

German STASI, i see his ID-Card! He wanted talk with me over that what was matter in the office 

from the lawyer. That what he did say and talk was exactly that what was going on in the office from 

the lawyer on 2013! Ergo, the German STASI did this interception and not the police I suspected 

firstly!  

That means in fact even this announce violence to my children are be the same people and 

institution there “forced a medicinal sterilization” to my girlfriend in the 90th to prevent she will not 

pregnant from me. (She will sure live in Germany on today in the same area and can ask for!)  

Unbelievable! After ~ 15 years they do nearby the same again. Watch, check, listen, control, force 

and want violence people! The same STASI in the same old Nazi fashion! In the 90 th violent my 

girlfriend, 2013 he want violent my children! An analogous manner like observe me massive in the 

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/attorney.html
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/attorney.html
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/attorney.html
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/analogous.html
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/manner.html
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90th and before. I am just a few days in Germany the starts that again.  

 

I told them that I recognize that they did observe me again. Because I put a pen on my mousepad. 

After I come back in the hotel-room I find this pen was not exactly on the same place! 

Then this man did confess that he was in my hotel room with his partner. Even he descript to me that 

his partner see the beautiful pen and take in his hand to have a look. Next I place a snippet of paper 

on the keyboard of my laptop. When I came back I saw that this paper-snipped was not anymore on 

the left side. They make a mistake and put that on the right side! After I told him that he began to 

shouting to his self for his fault! 

In this way it was clear that they observe me again! Although 2013 in the office from the lawyer we 

made a agreement that they will stop to observe me again! They watch me at this time for more then 

30-35 years. Enough!  But actually only 1 year later they brake his word again like they did it all the 

time before and check me again and once more! This STASI is a directly member of the government 

in behave of the Germany government. From where this STASI get here orders, directly from Berlin! 

So I say this government is not trustful! But why did they do so? What is so important for them that 

they always brake his word like a fraud and check me again and again! A big question! 

Why this STASI, in behave from government himself, did do all this action and effort to observe me 

over all this years? Even my sister give me on 2010 the information that I, over the years even in 

China, was observed. But why and for what? 

 

One key point in this all is this warning in the office from the lawyer! In front of 2 witnesses they say 

“when I will remember all and will begin to write it down to make it public, i will go true the hell’s 

kitchen”!  

In other words: They want to keep me silence! Like all the time before. Exact that did they say to 

warning me or to try to frighten me! My answer was “but in this kitchen I will be the chief cooker”! 

Exact this sentence repeat my visitor on 2014 in this hotel lobby and show me with this clear that he 

or his college was that people they threaten me. No doubt anymore. 

 

Let me come back to the question! What is it what can be so important that the German government 

is so eager to hidden that all. Even there are ready to doing violence-crime to innocent woman? 

Observe me over years in Germany and over years in china!  

This STASI member in the Hotel give me a freely a hint, that they are very interesting in my 

documents I wrote. May to delete this files like he did it before in the 90 th! Bur why?  

Told me that they have knowledge that I store one copy of all in the apartment from my wife parents 

in north of China! That means, there check my mails again over all this year I am living in China! From 

this he have the information of the exact Date and Time I am in Germany and will meeting this 

lawyer Mrs. Gaida in Düsseldorf!? No doubt, not the police like I thought and suspected firstly. The 

STASI again! 

When anybody want check me what I did do here in China to ask Chinese government! There is 

absolute nothing! Actually I help them to catch some criminals! 

 

I suspect here officially (see -b3-) that German government have knowledge over this crime and let 

this murder doing what they wanted to do! It seems strongly that the government accepted this 

murder crime of children to hide what was matter in 1971 in our home in Zons / Steinstrasse 10 as 

the thief of the “gray leave”! 

In other words: 1971 to 1973 the Germany Nazi-Masterhuman did decide for the rest of the world 

what they have to see and to know! What they can get and what the rest of the world have 

knowledge about. This behave, actually in this important matter, this epic fail and lapse nobody 

should get information about! That is the reason they want prevent me to writing my story.  
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Steal my property with that I can proof the rest of the world from a visitor how give me that “grey 

leave”. 

 

In detail: 

At this point a levelheaded view over this criminal case since the 70th.  

That this all is exact so occurred like I describe it here with my own words, this I swear again on my 

believing to god. This crime like I describe, the mass murdering of children over the last 45 years  is a 

cruelly fact! Even that the justice in Germany/Düsseldorf did do nothing about! 

I saw it twice with my very own eyes! 1986 a dead child in the bedroom of my brother Kurt. I did call 

the police…! But they come to late. I wrote this story finally in a file!  

Next was in the early 90th. I saw with my very own eye 4 plastic bags with cutting children Body’s in 

the bathroom of my brother Kurt. I did call the police, but they did even not come! I wrote a report 

over this later for an attorney in Düsseldorf and now again. Hopeful the file from the 90 th is not lost 

and can compare with that what I wrote on today!  

Over the years I release more than one children out of the apartment from my brother. Save for sure 

more than 30-50 children for here certain death! Since the age of 14 I worked on this case to catch a 

confident proof which will the justice accept? But this justice did not accept one single, even not all 

together as a bunch over the years! Why this is a riddle!? Today I guess I have the right answer for 

that! 

Later after I have a family and live with them together in a small town calls Stürzelberg I spend again 

~ 12 Years to try to bring them to justice. During this time I worked close together with the police in 

this and other crime case!  

I am aware that this story sounds strange! But why in goods name should I tell this kind of story 

when this is not true? Even when I accuse my own family! That sense should have this? There are for 

sure some dozens of contemporary witnesses in this town and around there know what was there 

going on since the 70th! And there must a lot of people have detailed knowledge over this case like 

this mayoral I meet on 2011. R shown on the action from some people in this town are distinct 

suspect! 

Time is here a important factor because a lot of people from the beginning time are died  over the 

time. Other, like Kurt, count on time and hope for forgetting! Forgetting the human’s biggest 

weakness.  

The other on what this perpetrator can count on is this people there doubt on the true of this crime! 

There minds are be overwhelmed with this crime in this dimension. For some people is that to much 

and talk about to other people and transmit here doubt to them. This is the best what a perpetrator 

can get! A shield of doubt, even for free! A shield of doubt and chattering what is for a perpetrator 

mostly welcome! 

See: http://bestofchina.eu/nachwort.pdf Seite 4, Ab: Hochinteressant aber daran ist…) 

What my brother and my sister in law did is top hardcore murder-crime and it seems the 

government an authorities himself hold his hand over them.  

2011 my brother Kurt sitting on my right side and say to me: “Charles Manson is nothing in compare 

to me! This cannot do anybody…”! In other word he is proud over this what he did!  

 

On end of my travel on 2011 i wend to the airport back to china. At this morning I left the apartment 

from my sister. The man there living above this apartment follow me to talk with me. While, the 

afternoon before he give me some hint in the way he knock on the floor because after I ask again 

about it is really a fact that this what we are talk will be recording like my sister told me! I ask that 

loud enough that this man in his apartment above can listen that. In return I got some knocks for 

http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#burgermeister
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#christian
http://bestofchina.eu/nachwort.pdf
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confirmation! 

This man, Mr. Wimmer, confirm me on this morning, face to face, that in his apartment are lot of 

technical devices was installed to recording what we did talking. He ask me how to copy the record 

file (see -b4-)? I was just on way to the airport and didn’t have the  time to check the computer to 

make a copy by myself. I explain this man, so good I can, how to make a copy and send him away to 

his friend there have more experience with computer that he make a copy from this recording file! At 

this moment I was straight belief with this recording and all what was talking is all done. After this 

visit I was strongly believed that this what there was all spoken should more then enough to arrested 

all of them for the rest of his live. So i did not care this to much and I do not no know Mr. Wimmer 

did success made a copy or not. 

To my astonishing on 2013 and even 2014 there are all free like a bird!? 

This opens a very huge question! After all, why there are until now free and not arrested for the rest 

of his live? What is matter with this recording? Where is that? Why did the prosecutor not notice 

that? This is a very important recording what support my testimony! What is matter with this 

recording? And, there are minimum three police officer there have knowledge over that recording…!  

 

Then, my visitor on 2014 in my Hotel (See Point 27, 28, 29, 30), told me: “Better you I did bring one copy 

of this recording what was made on 2011 in the apartment of my sister outside from Germany”! 

A clear and unequivocal hint that this recording is in the Hand from the STASI and that this guys know 

about. Even he did have knowledge that somebody try, or did success made, a copy and touch for 

that the Laptop-Computer. That statement from this man was a very important hint. Again a plain 

hint that the Germany STASI and Government is behind that all! For this they are two testify there 

overheard secretly what there are was talking. The owner of this Hotel and his employee. 

This means when anybody ask the German government or justice for that recording and they say 

there is no recording then is that a lie! Then means that German NAZI is sitting still in Berlin and/or in 

the justice! 

 

After, on 2016 when I get the information that the judge in Düsseldorf close this case “again”! Then 

no other way! Then I was sure. Sure as can be sure! There is no more other way that here is anything 

going not in the right way! When that STASI-member did mention that I did better bring a copy of 

this recording to China, then I assume that this recording is classified or deleted! What else!?  

But why and for what reason?  

This open a lot question like, why did the justice in Düsseldorf not seriously care this case? After all 

like I wrote and told this people a lot time that now is no better opportunity to catch them like on 

today. But they do not care and close the files about! 

After all, how can that be happened that this delinquent there are certainly over the last 40-45 years 

raped and kill 150 Children. He confess his on a record! My sister Margot confess here crime to me 

and to a other people what is even also recorded. In this small town are be a lot of people there 

know about this crime. After all this people are free! Unbelievable but a fact! 

More, this locals in this town try to hide this crime, because this city have some tourism business and 

want prevent a bad press! Means, the reputation of this small little town “Zons” have more value as 

~150 killed children!?  
(See: http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf, Textmarke: Dazu gesellen sich eine ganze Reihe) 

 

How is it possible that this crime what my sister confess me 2010 in China. Actually for that reason 

she was coming to visit me. This what she did confess must be happened during ~2003-2005. I did 

know nothing about. Nobody did say me one single word about! Only I did on my visits recognize 

some strange and unusual habitations but nobody did tell me anything about. Only after my sister 

confess me and I did thinking it over I find the line of some from this strange behave from some 

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/prosecutor.html
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#justiz
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#szenario
http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#Tat
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/anklageschrift.html
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people when I was there for holyday! With this information from  my sister Margot Koch she told me 

on 2010 here in Beijing this strange behave from some people etc. became then a sense! 

After I remember i recognize then that a lot people know from this crime and ask me for! But I didn’t 

know anything about until my sister confess to me what was matter when I am be in China. 

 Here confession to me! A lot people have knowledge from etc.! From where I do not know but after 

all I find the line to all why people ask me this strange question when I am in my hometown.  

 

What did the police? What did the Justice? The answer is NOTHING! How is that possible? 

At least this must have a very very good reason why this people are not arrested after all!  

It seems, maybe a old German fashion is still alive in some peoples mind! In this way while this 

children was not Germans and stranger! So this is no big topic and can be ignored!? All knows from 

the past and from some incident in newer time that this have in Germany a tradition! We all know 

this dark time in the German history! And then this sadistic murder crime to children. But to hide this 

is for sure the most wrong way! 

 

On the other hand there must be much more behind that the justice are doing nothing in this cruel 

crime what my sister even confess on a recording!  

From the hints I got on 2013 and 2014 is pointing out that highly probably the German STASI in 

behave of some politician or higher justice officer or even from the German Government himself is 

force that this crime will not become public! And/or, it is a short line to ask, that may there are some 

pedophiles in higher ranking positions there hold here hand over this!? And/or corruption!? Money? 

 

But on that hints on 2013/14 the most reasonable is that the German Government himself want 

hiding all of this. And not only for this crime in there was killing ~150 children. Even this is not the 

reason at all. Actually there want hiding what is hanging on this muss-murder crime. That is much 

more value to hiding for the German Government. A epic fail, here behaves the German Master-

Human beginning on 1971! This murder crime and this what was in 1971 is hanging together. 

Become one public the other story will also become public. To prevent this the German STASI, in 

behave of the German Government, spend a huge effort over all this years to prevent that anything 

from this become public! This huge effort…!  

Following I will breakdown that my suspicion is high probably right! 

 

This what will follow is for all there are interesting in this case. For the police, justice, lawyer… here 

some of the main points on there can anybody build his own picture from this case.  

This is my confrontation pointing to the German Government/Justice/Authorities with my suspicion! 

The question in main is: “Why is after all what I following enumerate, from the Justice was nothing 

going on? Why is a mass-murder trio and some other person there are directly involved not bring to 

justice”? 

 

1) Audio file:  Point 1 2 3.mp3 or https://yadi.sk/d/y_x_1Mic3EtuoB or 

http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point 1 2 3.mp3 
(Please don’t mind this tattoonet.org web address! This is my business site I have rent web space…! 

On first is a heavy, with a razor knife cutting, dead children what was found on the shore from the 

Rhein around 1962. My brother Kurt was suspected! Later he did confess to me his crime. This must 

be find in his police-recording. A crime of murder do never expire! In Kurt’s crime history file must 

this be a point! Once I the 90th I hold this file by myself in hand and read some. What is with this file 

on today? Is this book not anymore to find then it is strongly possible that somebody remove it! My 

sister spoke on 2010 about, what later two police-officer on 2011 repeat, talking same from 

“manipulation of police-files”! 

http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf
CrimeAudioEng/Point%201%202%203.mp3
https://yadi.sk/d/y_x_1Mic3EtuoB
http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point%201%202%203.mp3
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2) About 2-3 years later Kurt was urgently suspected to kill a little girl on a bike-tour to North-

Germany. This girl was around 8-10 Years old. At this time a young family, certainly this family is alive 

on today, can confirm what I telling here about! In the 90th when I did start a next try to bring them 

all in jail this family heard about my effort and connected me.  

On this bike-trip his friends there formed then a „P“ from Bike -spoke and burning him a “P” on his 

ass. After his friends talk about and we force to see his “P” on his ass. Maybe on today can see it!?  

 

3) Ca. 1971 a missing child! I am not sure now but i think from the neighbor city “Dormagen-

Rheinfeld”. Also this family connected me in the 90 th when I did try once more to proof his murder 

action. Kurt was again urgently suspected. The mother of the child came lot time to our courtyard, 

crying over here lost child in hope she is not dead to ask Kurt. Ask me for help. I n front of this mother 

I outsmart Kurt and he blab and reveal himself. Maybe this parents of this child are still living and can 

proof what I tell here. But most of all, Kurt did confess that he kill this girl from North Germany (see 

Point 2) and this girl in from Rheinfeld to our neighbor-boy Theo W. from Zons.  

Actually this i did mention to the Police and Justice on 2013/14. But the justice do not care about. 

Means an important voucher is not ask about! This must have a reason why not…! 

 

4) The List of events, subsections, save insights from crimes from sodomy over incest, pedophilia, 

murder… anything what make a human to the “scum of the earth”! I mention here again that Kurt is 

my brother! All and anything, from childhood time on to this time I went to Aachen end the 90 th I saw 

and hear anything from the first hand! 

 

5) Audio file:  Point 5 6.mp3 or https://yadi.sk/d/y_x_1Mic3EtuoB or 

http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point 5 6.mp3 

Rolf Totzke from Zons the drug producer who is arrested for that in the 70th! My Church-Teacher was 

that person who arrange that in this time! This must be for sure comprehend and support the proof 

that I say nothing else then the naked true! End of the 90th he working by Bayer-Dormagen as 

chemist. In there labors he produce again a drug calls „Strychnin“. A drug from the 2. Worldwar! Me 

my self find it out and go with one person from the board of directors to this working place for 

investigation. This must be find in history-files from this company on today and can proof my report 

once more. Rolf Totzke is like all other of this murder free person. I saw him on 2011 in our 

hometown running around! Unbelievable but a fact, the German justice handle this like a traffic 

accident! 

(See: http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/kumpa1_17074_w_husler.pdf 

and http://bestofchina.eu/Polizei_2014.pdf, Page 10, Textmark: 31.08.2015, Der Entscheid …) 

 

6) One keypoint is we, me and my cooperator from the police in Dormagen, found a sack full of 

cutting children bodys close to the door from the main suspected murder “Gerd Allard / Zons” on 

end of the 80th! There must be report, photos, labor certifications etc.! It seems the justice ignore 

that again. Or the investigated police from Neuss ignored it!? 
(See: http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/anklageschrift.html, Mark: -35- 

http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf, Textmarke: ein Sack mit Kinderleichenteile gefunden 

and Pädophilie.docx, Kinderleichenteile am Haus von G. Allard) 

It was me my self who did trigger the investigation and call the police to let them begin a search and 

investigation! Remarkable, from this was nearby nothing in the press! Because the justice in 

Düsseldorf did care the ridiculous little tourist business from this small village calls “Zons am Rhein”! 

http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#theo
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#kurtstrar
CrimeAudioEng/Point%201%202%203.mp3
https://yadi.sk/d/y_x_1Mic3EtuoB
http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point%205%206.mp3
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#rolf
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/board.html
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/of.html
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/directors.html
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/kumpa1_17074_w_husler.pdf
http://bestofchina.eu/Polizei_2014.pdf
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/anklageschrift.html
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/anklageschrift.html
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/anklageschrift.html
http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf
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Nearby nothing became public over this crime! Absolute unusual and strange! This have a direct line 

to 2011 a local please me over all nothing make public! Why want this locals and the justice in 

Düsseldorf over all this years hiding a crime like this what have even a reason and a line to 1971! 

This support that some people from the justice in Düsseldorf is involved in that pedophile topic and 

with this hiding he save him selves! Pedophilia can find in all levels of the society! There is a case in 

UK of pedophilia in there is also judge, justice, police are involved. That is not so far to think that here  

is a similar case! 

But really sense and a reason became this all when I got the information on 2013/14! The German 

Government want hiding this murder-series and with this here political and justice flop! Backward to 

1971 and Germans epic fail as “masterhuman” they decide for the rest of the world! 

 

7) Audio file:  Point 7.mp3 or https://yadi.sk/d/1siRgF3E3Eu2vE or 

http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point 7.mp3 

The next remarkable point was there is find a cutting finger from a child in front of the door from my 

brother Kurt, the main person in this murder-trio! Later, Kurt talk and confess this to me! So here is 

no doubt, no mistake, no misunderstanding, no fiction, no fantasy or anything like this! Kurt and his 

wife confess that to me, descript me the details what was going on with that finger! I told this the 

police, the police told that the justice in Düsseldorf but like all the time from begin to end. The justice 

in Düsseldorf did do nothing! 

My friend and collaborator from the police barley archive to convince a prosecutor from Düsseldorf 

to use a recorder to record what my brother talk about over this finger in my home! We arrange that 

my wife should listen what they say about. But fail, she goof it, while she is not a person she can do 

that! But even this should the justice in Düsseldorf known!? There must be files about!?  

This is never be solved so it must be until today a open case!? Or isn’t it? When not why?  

With this hint of mine the justice in Düsseldorf “must” be react in the right way after I started again 

on 2013 to try catch this murder-trio?! When not, why she do not have any files about anymore from 

this cutting children finger find in Zons directly on the door of my brother? The justice in Düsseldorf 

do not have, or do not want have…!? 

There is a man who did find this finger and saw my brother try to move that finger away! Sure this 

man is living, probably in the same area, until today. After this man came to my house and I talk with 

him. Pity I lost the contact to him! But for sure did not forget this and can proof what I report here! 

Once more, how amazing is the working-style from the justice in Germany-Düsseldorf!? Absolute 

amazing, astonish and remarkable what the German justice do, or better “NOT DO” in this case! 

Necessarily conspicuous this behave like this somebody try to hidden so long it is possible! Even and 

especially today with new facts, new ideas and new stuff what is promising to catch this murder 

today! In my view the best chance ever! But the action from justice in Düsseldorf and there 

investigation is obviously a charade and farce! This must have a good reason!? 
(See: http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf, Page 95, Textmarke: Zudem es gab den abgetrennte Kinderfinger      

-- and -- 

http://bestofchina.eu/nachwort.pdf,  Page 4 und 5, Textmark: Auch wenn es einige nicht wahrhaben      

-- and -- 

http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#torsten, Textmark: Und selbst dann nicht mal in Bezug) 

 

8) Audio file:  Point 8.mp3 or https://yadi.sk/d/33szJ8XD3Eu3HJ or 
http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point 8.mp3 

The next remarkable point was that “Torsten Häusler”/Cologne running with Photos from 

“children Vagina” around! See: http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf 

 Textmark: Ich rufe hiermit die Mitschüler  

Beside, how mazing and strange that a high grade pedophilia Man like my brother Kurt are able to 

adopted a child! I remember clearly on 1971 came a officer from the authorities and wanted Kurt 

http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#christian
http://www.spiegel.de/thema/missbrauchsskandal_um_jimmy_savile
CrimeAudioEng/Point%207.mp3
https://yadi.sk/d/1siRgF3E3Eu2vE
http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point%207.mp3
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#szenario
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#szenario
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/kumpa1_17074_w_husler.pdf
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/kumpa1_17074_w_husler.pdf
http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf
http://bestofchina.eu/nachwort.pdf
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#torsten
CrimeAudioEng/Point%208.mp3
https://yadi.sk/d/33szJ8XD3Eu3HJ
http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point%208.mp3
http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf
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neuter. After all the authorities see no other way anymore! Only the sign of my mother, she keep the 

reasonability for his son Kurt, release him from this neutering! This document what my mother did 

sign at this time is must include in the recording files of Kurt Häusler! Means the authorities “must”  

have detailed knowledge about Kurt’s high grade pedophile nature! The police know him at this time 

as a suspected murder of children!   

How astonish! A man like this was later able to adopt a child!? Isn’t it strange?   

This have a straight line to Anke Häusler! Like some people told me any authority confirm here ~2003 

or later a kind of insane! 

This is one more strong hint and reason to believe that some of the authorities in 

Zons/Dormagen/Neuss/Düsseldorf are involved in this crime! 

For sure is here high ranking corruption and/or pedophile a topic!  

One more reason for the justice in Düsseldorf and the government in Berlin urgently hidden all of this! 

Torsten Häusler in the age of ~12-13 he running with photos of “children vaginas” around. In his 

school and anywhere and show his class mate this picture! I remember straight when he came with 

this picture to me to optimize this picture with a computer program! 
(See: http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf,  Textmark: Ich rufe hiermit die Mitschüler) 

His teacher and his classmate knowing about and for sure there are easy to find on today to ask them 

about! Sure some of them remember that! One more strong detail what shows that this is all the 

naked true what have on a lot of points a key of proof! 
(See: http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf, Page 7, Textmark: Ich war derart enttäuscht darüber – and --- 

http://bestofchina.eu/nachwort.pdf, Page 7, Textmark: Da er Kurt mein Bruder ist habe ich den -- and -- Zusammenfassung 

NEU Kurzfassung.pdf (docx), Page 2, Textmark: Torsten Häusler wurde frühzeitig in diese Aktionen eingeführt) 

Once my brother Kurt shows me and my other brother Peter under some circumstances a photo 

collection from raped children! In this circumstances the police in Dormagen give my brother Peter a 

gun in hand…! This must be noted anywhere, necessarily! That on this Saturday night in our garden 

and basement was going on is only to describe with “super strange, super-danger and one of my 

most horrible experience in my live”!  After we inform and talk with the police in detail what was 

there going on. Even this must be recorded in some files anywhere in any police archives! Normally in 

the police station in Dormagen or in Neuss! 

From this what on this Saturday was mater my brother Kurt left a limp! After he stay ~ 5- 6 weeks in 

hospital! Even this is a hint on proof. This begin the 90 th happened! 

So more surprising that the justice in Düsseldorf do not know anything of this. No files no nothing!? 

Impossible! Or all of the records are removed, or better say, „shuffle aside“, like it was spoken on 

2010/11 that somebody are manipulate the police files? Of course this can only do a police or justice 

officer. For me is sure hat this police officer names “Leier” from the police station in Neuss is 

involved in this crime minimum from middle/end the 80 th on! One of his police college betray him 

~2007-08 to me! When this officer after my suspicion and hints is on today working in the police then 

I say here officially that in this case in the authorities from Dormagen/Neuss/Düsseldorf maybe in 

Cologne is a big fraud is going on! 

 

9) Audio file:  Point 9.mp3 or https://yadi.sk/d/Is4n88ZJ3Eu3dc or 

http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point 9.mp3 

A man named “Detlef Kowalewski”, Dormagen / Tatoostudio Chorusline. He did once menace our 

neighbor Mrs. Erkelenz. Mrs. Erkelenz did always spy and overhear us in our Garden when I talk with 

Kurt and Anke etc.!  

Once it was necessary to talk and explain this Lady what is matter over that what she spy. First she 

did not believe me. Later she talk with here mother. Here mother knows my mother and me from 

young time on. She remember in this way what is matter with Kurt and his pedophilia also his crime 

story! A story what was hard to believe for Mrs. Erkelenz but unfortunate a true story! 

http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf
http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf
http://bestofchina.eu/nachwort.pdf
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/shuffle.html
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/aside.html
CrimeAudioEng/Point%209.mp3
https://yadi.sk/d/Is4n88ZJ3Eu3dc
http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point%209.mp3
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Now curios she did go to Detlef K. in this Tattoo-Studio and talk with him. Ask him over Rosanna 

Goldsmith and others…! In this way Detlef K.  get knowledge that Mr. Erkelenz have knowledge 

about what was matter in the 70. and his part in the murder of Rosanna G. and his relation to Gerd 

Allard the murder of Rosanna! After Detlef K. did menace Mrs. Erkelenz the police ask him for. This 

here have a directly line to this what I descript in Point 5!  
 

Detlef Kowalewski was/is the good friend of Gerd Allard! He was, by his own confession, the helper 

of murder my girlfriend Rosanna Goldsmith, Oregon/USA on 1972! His own word: “Das war doch nur 

eine Ami Fotze = this was only a USA bitch…”! In other words “this was only a US Woman and no 

problem to kill USA woman”! Detlef K. is for his part in this story never punished. Never ever he 

needed keep responsibility for his crime in case he is a murder helper!  
(See: http://bestofchina.eu/Polizei_2014.pdf, Juristisch verblendete Feigheit, Starrsinn…). 

 

Forwarding Detlef K. is directly also involved and have the directly responsibility of the death from 

my girlfriend Marlou Keljens, Venlo/Netherland middle the 70th! Marlou K. born a son and was merry 

before she die. Both should alive and living anywhere in Netherland, maybe in the same city calls 

“Venlo”. Marlous son and widower will for sure not forgotten here wife and woman and will confirm 

what I telling here! 

Gerd Allard have never ever any punishment for the murder of Rosanna Goldsmith. And Detlef 

Kowalewski have never ever any punishment as murder-helper for Rosanna G. and not for the crime 

to Marlou K.! There was something happened what have a straight line to that occurrence on 1971! 

This what the German Government want hidden for any price , for any circumstances. Like to Kurt 

and Anke, so to Gerd and Detelf did the justice never ever ley a hand on them! They have something 

equal! That is there saw something with here own eye…! This what have his climax beginning 1971. 

 

This same fellow named Detlef Kowalewski visit me 2003 in Beijing and talk freely that he is coming 

to check it is possible to kill me here! He did buy a bog knife here on the street in Beijing. My 

assistant Rosy was at this time always there and is a witness when Detlef running with his knife 

around our apartment and say in his staidness that he try to handle his new buying knife in aim to kill 

me. But mainly Detlef brings even he a drug formula with. The formula of this drug names 

„Strychnin“! After we recognize what chemical formula is he did bring to china. Me and my friend Mr. 

White did ask him about and Detlef eat in front of the mother from Mr. White this paper snipped like 

the “brave soldier Schweijk” that nobody get a hand on this snippet of paper.  

On this drug Kurt, Anke and Gerd did celebrate here Children-blood-party and murder, rape, torture 

~150 children to death! Detlef K. told me that he bring this drug formula in behave of his friend Gerd 

Allard! That means even in the 2000th years Gerd and Detelf working together in manner of heavy 

crime! That means even in the 2000th years there produce this drug! Following they celebrate his 

children-killing-parties until in the 2000th years! And the police/justice as a directly neighbor do not 

know anything about what the people talk about around this city!? Strange…! To strange…!  

In the 70th Detlef Kowaleski told me that Gerd Allard send him to Romania to check out to buy 

children there! I remember that very clear! After he came back he spoke proud about that hard lads 

in Romania he face…! Detlef Kowalewski is for sure the source of the connection  to people in East-

Europe. From that connection Gerd Allard use to buy over the years lot of children from there! Highly 

probably Detlef K. is the main helper for Gerd Allard to handle this business to buy and transport 

children detc.!  
(http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#gerd, Textmark: Das Gerd Rosanna ermordet hatte 

-- and --  

http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf, Page 28, Textmarke: Mit dem Namen „Koka“) 

 

http://bestofchina.eu/Polizei_2014.pdf
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#helfer
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#gerd
http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf
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10) Audio file:  Point 10 12 13 15.mp3 or https://yadi.sk/d/0LXT4wAg3Eu8Mf or 

http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point 10 12 13 15.mp3 

The next point is, after my divorce from wife i living alone in Dormagen in a small apartment. In this 

time I drive a few Stockcar-Racing. After a race came Isolde K. –RIP- to the stage. Isolde knows my 

mother and me from childhood time on. She take in the microphone and ask Wilma the wife of Kurt: 

“Wilma! When you will be ready to talk about what is always matter in your apartment you are the 

cleaner of the bloody mess”?  

The reason behind she ask Wilma is  I told Isolde what Wilma –RIP- told me! Sometime Wilma came 

to us and was angry and was shouting because she needed to clean again all this blood, bone…! Even 

on 2011, at this time she suffer cancer she told me that she must go at first because she never ever 

say one single word over this what was there matter over years. A clear message to me because I did 

not remember at this time! 

Kurt force and drive Wilma his wife like a slave, in threat to kill here like they kill that children, as the 

cleaner after the killing parties!  

Once Wilma talking freely to me what she must do when there was “bloody-children-party in here 

apartment again because she was so disgusted about. 

In a moment I describe Isolde from that moment when Wilma came to our apartment and screaming 

that she feel so enough from all that blood…! Wilma was all the time a good friend of mine.  More 

than once she entrust me that she must clean the floor an anything from children body’s! More than 

once she was that down and need somebody to talk about. In that moment she describe me what 

she must do and saw. She told me once when she saw all  this blood, organ, bones, bowels she began 

to vomit! She was that angry that she talk freely what she must do and saw. I remember clear that 

moment when Wilma came to me and told me that she was at home when they did here children 

parties. She was very affect from this what she saw and especially did hear! Ankes “alien scream”! 

Shew please me with a voice I never heard from here before that I doing something. Anybody need 

do anything! A moment what I remember in pain! This was even the moment she was ready to 

confession (see point 13)! This all I told Isolde once in a long night! That was the reason she take in 

the microphone during this car racing! 

 

Isolde spoke in the microphone and ask Wilma over the loudspeaker for that! Wilma was shocked! 

There was ca. 150 people around there listen what was there talking! Wilma was ask over this topic 

in front of all this people around and totally confused. Kurt saw that his wife was shocked, anxious, 

nervous… and say to here! “When you say something then you will be the next in the sack! Then we 

have some fun with you”! In other words: Kurt menace his wife to kill here when she ever will say 

something about. Isolde was smart in this moment and hold the microphone when he say that to 

Wilma. In this way all visitors listen that what was there talking.  

All this was talk over the loudspeaker and ~150 people around listen that what was there talking 

from Kurt and Wilma’s mouth! Wilma say then to Kurt “why I should keep quiet, actually this is the 

true…”! I repeat! In front of ca. 150 people Isolde ask the wife from Kurt what is going on sometimes 

in here apartment? And Wilma did confirm! 

 

After this some of the race-visitor ask me about what was there talking! I explain some suggest and 

please them that he go with this to the police to testimony what they are did listen what Isolde, Kurt 

and Wilma did say! Actually lot of people did go to the police and testimony! My police friend told 

me about that more then 10 people come to the police station with this topic.  

So far! Now the question is! Where are this testimony-files now? Why was this not a topic when i 

came on 2013-16 with a new start to catch this mass-murder? Questions that need be answer from 

the police, justice and German government! But, they do not want give an answer! This must have a 

special reason behind!? 

CrimeAudioEng/Point%2010%2012%2013%2015.mp3
https://yadi.sk/d/0LXT4wAg3Eu8Mf
http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point%2010%2012%2013%2015.mp3
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At this time we all was so sure and confident that Isolde archive in a few minute that what I did fail in 

more then 20 years! 

But! Nothing was happened! NOTHING AGAIN like on today…! The justice in Düsseldorf decide like all 

the time before that this is not enough to arrest them! I was shocked and that was even the moment 

for me to give up! When this have no value after all what I need them bring? That was the moment I 

decide to look forward and plan my future…! 

 

Here runs something very strange in that justice in Düsseldorf and I call here all people 

around the world to point here finger to them and ask them why all this what I explain to 

here was not enough to bring this mass murder in jail!   

At this point I call FBI, Interpol, Scotland Yard… I call the Vatican and the pope. I call the 

Muslim society and all nation in European. I call USA, Rosanna Goldsmith was a US child! I 

call the nation of USA to pointing here finger to Germany and force them force them for 

answers! 

I call the nation of china! Nearly a Chinese woman, my wife, was killed in this crime story. I  

call China because the German government use you Chinese to spy me for a fake reason! 

I call UK and the royal family to force this German Government for answers and keep here 

responsibilities! I call you people in Greece and in Spain. In Netherland and in Flandern…!  

 

What is there going on? The same thing runs again like with that sack of dead bodies! The same like 

that found the cutting finger from a child. The justice did not accept my reports! This was the 

moment I was absolute sure that there is something is not going straight like it should. It seems 

strongly that the justice and police in Düsseldorf/Neuss prevent and save this murder for 

responsibility! On today after my new start on end 2013 this impression become more bold value like 

before. Here we coming up to one police officer named “Leier”! 

 

With that hint on 2013/14 become this topic a new and clear direction that not the police are be the 

shepherd of this murder! Except the police station in Germany/Neuss because there is something 

what need investigate! I am curious what matter was after my suspicion to this police department 

and this police officer named “Mr. Leier”! I guess nothing!?  

 

Because highly probably the Germany government himself is that institution what save this murder 

that never come public what the German Government did do on 1971 and on middle the 90th with 

my “grey leave” in there made Germany himself guilty for the rest of the world! In this way they 

prefer let them doing her murder hobby. Even there is not killed German children! In the same way 

they let this police man “Mr. Leier” doing. This is the reason while the German STASI is so eager after 

me all this time and especially on 2013/14 because they know that I began to remember ! 

 

And even this seems not all! There are be strong hints that this institution what we call in Germany 

“STASI = National Security” cooperate with that murder! Means, Nazi-Germany is still alive and with 

this a old fashion calls STASI! This STASI is even are able to menace innocent people like my children! 

This means there is a urgent huge reason to hiding all again and forwarding like they do since the 

early 70th! And for sure, with this the police officer in Neuss is anything matter. I suspect him for a 

good reason and hints he give me by himself in the police station in Neuss in the 90th! 

 

11) Audio file:  Point 11.mp3 or https://yadi.sk/d/kFL_AW-d3Eu89V or 

http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point 11.mp3 

A other “good question” is: Why did the police/Justice and/or the STASI believe Torsten Häusler 

http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#lugner
CrimeAudioEng/Point%2011.mp3
https://yadi.sk/d/kFL_AW-d3Eu89V
http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point%2011.mp3
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#torsten
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living in Cologne? Torsten the adopt son of Kurt! I remember in the year 2000 when Torsten came 

once to my home in the small city calls “Stolberg-Venwegen”! He did bring an official document that 

he is authorization to check my written documents on my computer. From whom he get this 

authorization? I ask him at this time but got of course no answer! Even I was far away to check and 

investigate this. At this time Torsten talk about some like they have “mighty friends”! Also this I 

remember very clear! On this remembering I find out that this have a line to 2013/14. 

Because in one of his messages he warning me that I will get in trouble with the authorities!  

A children murder, confirmed from his own stepfather, warning me for trouble with officials!? That 

can call brave, right!? Or there is some that have substance!  

Amazing and more then strange! Still more very interesting is that question like: Why he warning me? 

An innocence man need not warning anybody! An innocence man call a lawyer or the police…!  

On 2011 Kurt confirm that his adopted son Torsten did kill a child! Even he have proud words how 

energetic he use the razor knife! That is not so long in the past when Margot and Kurt told me from! 

A fresh remembering! 

But, how brave is this murder to warning me for authorities!? He must feel very save! Why is that so?  

The answer on this questions can only be that the authorities, justice, police or the STASI cooperate 

with him! That’s the only reasonable answer for this!  

I guess there is a direct line from Torsten to the police officer “Leier” in Neuss and/or the STASI! I 

guess on today that was Torsten meaning for his mighty friends in our home in Aachen -

Stolberg/Venwegen on 2001! This is even a line to that E-Mail what Torsten send to the Chinese wife 

from Achim B. he ask me for when he visit me on 2010! From whom he knows that we buy here 

apartment and from whom he got here mail address? 

I claim that this is from the observation what the German justice starting on me in China. Only from 

this is a way that Torsten get the knowledge that we buy the apartment from Achim ’s wife and got 

from that institution/people the mail-address from Achim B. wife!  

This will even explain his brave to accuse me over years that I doing human-trafficking etc. in China! 

Seems straight that this is supported from anybody in Germany because this rumor runs over years 

around in Germany! High probably that is the reason while the police and the justice do not care him 

as a murder-helper and murder like I get on 2010/11 the credible information that he become a 

murder by himself! 

 

After all, Torsten should be a good known people to the police and the justice in Dormagen, 

Düsseldorf, Neuss and Cologne! Alone and only because he was once ready to go in a approver-

program! In this case, why the police/justice and/or the STASI believed this man this crude idea that I 

am in China be doing criminal acts in this way that I opened a business to sell children! Actually in 

China! A country with the highest control level word wide! This is absurd! In Germany I was a “P-

Hunter” and in the next moment in China I mutated to a “P” and open a shop for children! In China! 

And a man how do not know where I am in China, 8000km far away, want know that detailed 

information! From where? From who? Sounds like a joke! But a bloody joke in that torture children 

to death in dozens!  

 

The Police/Justice and/or STASI believed this man this story? A man he was ready to talk what his 

high grade pedophile adoptive stepfather did do. Watching dozens and dozens children killing! 

Actually the justice in Düsseldorf should necessarily know this that this man wanted once confess all 

what he did see as an collaborator from his stepfather! Strange, more than strange! 

It was me by my self who arranged the approver-program in behave of Torsten Häusler and talk with 

the police in Dormagen about and with a prosecutor in Düsseldorf. Discussion with the judge that 

Torsten can go in a approver-program! Even with this should be let them recognize as fact what I did 

all reported after about this crime! After this when Torsten was ready to confess is all what I report 

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/human.html
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/trafficking.html
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/adoptive+fatherhood.html
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over this crime confirmed as a fact. Then must be any doubt removed! Simply the true! Independent 

he did really go in this approver program or not. Under this circumstances o nly one important 

question is open! Why did then any justice department believe this what Torsten told them over me 

in China and ordering an massive investigation and observing in China on me!? Because for sure 

Torsten H. is the source of this suspicion!  

In this case they hunting me far away in China as a children dealer. Accuse from the mouth from a 

man who wanted short time before avowal his own and the crime of Kurt, Anke and Gerd…!  

Picture this in your mind and you will confirm that there is something very very unusual!  

 

There must be files and reports about this all in Düsseldorf! Amazing, the justice in Düsseldorf 

believed this man a story that he want know what I do in China. Doing business with children? Even 

nobody did know where I am in China for the first 2 years.  

But this man wanted know about anything what I doing far away in China? That is more then 

astonishing! This is unbelievable and one of the strongest hint that the Germany STASI and/or the  

justice cooperate with this mass-murder! In this way it make sense that the STASI was and is so eager 

to let me know when I talking about this to anybody or write it in a file I will ge t in heavy trouble. In 

this sense they are ready to violent my children! And even this is not all! This murder got a video and 

detailed information over me hand what did Margot in here talking -fever did tell me. This detailed 

information that make me 100% sure that this murder got information form this department who got 

the information from China. And this can only in Germany a justice department.  

Ergo, they cooperate together! Naked facts! Nazi-Germany is still alive! 
(See http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf, Textmark: Wir waren alleine, Margot saß wieder an ihren Platz) 

 

End of the 90th. I talk with the justice in Düsseldorf about Torsten’s approver-program to decide that 

Torsten firstly talk with me, his uncle, and report me what his stepfather, Anke and Gerd doing with 

this children! After he confess, told and explain that to me i write it down and give this to the 

prosecutor. Then this prosecutor in Düsseldorf can decide that Torsten are able to go in an approver-

program or not! Torsten did not wanted talk directly to the prosecutor. This was the circumstances 

what Torsten and the prosecutor did accept. In this way he told me some incidents what I got 

knowledge from before by our family meetings. 

One of this stories what Torsten H. did report to me you can find below (this is in German language 

and I need please you to translate it!). In this way I was the man in the middle and got then detailed 

knowledge over this what Kurt H., Anke H. and Torsten H. did do with this poor children. Perverse 

hardcore, most awful what you can even imagine what human can do to children in madness on drug! 

A crime on the humanity himself. Middle in Germany in a small town in a developed industrial society 

with high level live standard this kind of crime.  

A part of this stories told me Kurt before, but only a part and a little during the time when he visit me 

nearly 1-3 time every week I lived with my Family in the city “Stürzelberg”, nearby Dormagen! 

In this way I got from Torsten the complete knowledge what was there going an you can find on the 

end of this document with the Titel: „Das Kleinkind, 21.07.2016“!  

  

At this time in the 90th when this approver-program for Torsten was a topic is the same justice 

department in Düsseldorf involved when I start on 2013/14 a new try to catch this murder again. 

Question is here! Where is now this reports I wrote on end the 90th for that prosecutor? Where is all 

this files about Torsten Häusler? That Torsten wanted once in a approver-program in that hardcore 

crime of murdering dozens of children. This what he did finally talk etc.! Where is that all? Did 

nobody care that? Is that gone? On this the justice believe this man this story about me in China?  

Questions over questions and no answers about what speak this own language that they have no 

answer or do not want answer over this work in this case of murder crime in this justice department 

http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/stepfather.html
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in Düsseldorf! And this over 40 years about! And I need mention my massive and huge effort in the 

90th in the same case!  

Why the prosecutor named Kumpa/Düsseldorf did not know and care that what was there all matter 

begin the early 70th to the 90th  to this what my sister Margot confess me on 2010 what was matter  

in the 2000th! Actually over Torsten Häusler the adopted son of the main murder Kurt Häusler and 

his , or the police in Düsseldorf, or the police in cologne have any report, files or anything else over 

this aim of confession from end in the 90th…? Nobody there in this justice department or the 

involved Police in Neuss  in there working this police officer “Mr. Leier” have any knowledge about? 

Nearby impossible! Or is it so that he do not want any knowledge from?   

On that circumstances I explain in this point this prosecutor Kumpa and all other there are involved 

in this case like the major prosecutor from this justice department have to be take that case much 

more serious like he did do what is plain to recognize on this report  I got from this prosecutor 

named Kumpa in Düsseldorf! Why is that so?  

Plus, after I complain this ridicules report and working style from prosecutor Kumpa the major 

prosecutor for entire justice department in Düsseldorf check this case and he decide that is “OK”! For 

all you there read that here! Think that over! This must be have a huge big meaning! 

   

There are question that needs answers what this justice in Düsseldorf do not want be answer! 
See: http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#leichenteile, Textmark: Im letzten oder vorletzten Jahr meiner    -- and -

- 

http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf,  P. 72, Die von Margot erwähnte Datenmanipulation… / P. 23, Denn auch 

dieser Dorfpolitiker rief… / P. 25, Diese Fälle haben anscheinend alle… / P.  

 

The police and the justice must have knowledge that Torsten was in all this crime involved? Why did 

the Police and the justice believe them and starting an observation 8000 km far away to check and 

observe me? Actually the murder sitting in front of them what is even reported in some files! 

Again, the justice in Germany observed me in China over years on that what Torsten Häusler, the 

adoptive son of Kurt Häusler and main murder of this murder trio, did tell them!? 

That is to strange to believe that here in this justice is all going in a normal formal way! 

 

End the 90th I did inform the police and justice that Torsten was all the time a visitor and saw all of 

that what Kurt H., Anke H. and Gerd A. did do to this children. Actually this was the reason he wanted 

go in this mentioned approver-program! Nobody knows that anymore? Is there no one single file 

about? 

 

Again, my sister told me on 2010 that Kurt, our mutual brother, told here that Torsten in 2000th years 

became a murder by himself. Kurt his father confirm this on 2011. For sure Torsten Häusler became a 

murder! This man did threaten me on 2013/14 over a Facebook-Chat (See point 12 and 14). I report 

that to the justice and there decide again that this have no meaning and is ley down!?  
(See: http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf, Textmarke: Er Torsten hat es nachher selbst       -- and -- 

http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#torsten, Textmarke: Torsten ist in jungen Jahren) 

There is no other way to think! The German Police/Justice/STASI/Government did cooperated with 

this murder! There must have knowledge that Torsten was a murder-helper for his stepfather. 
(See: http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf, Seite 13, Textmark: Was für ein Zufall, Achim B. mit seiner 

chinesischen Frau Zhou   – and --   http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#justiz, Textmark: Um diesem Mann -52- 

das zu „glauben“)  

But, when you picture this all and think that all over. Think it sober and clear then you will find that 

this is a hopeful and fruitful cooperation between this murder and the justice/government! 

Because both wanted me keep quit over this case! Both have the same interest and intention. Both 

want keep me quit that never ever something become public! Both wanted me better dead then 
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alive…! In this way is a cooperation with a murder useful  for the Justice, STASI and Government! In 

this way was even Jörn Elsenbruch useful for them. This explains that the police and the justice did 

ignore them and his crime! J. Elsenbruch is twise a helper in kill me and my wife and I heard 

nothing about that any police or justice ask him for that…!   

 

12) On the first when i began to remember of all what was before my time in China, Torsten Häusler 

did send me over Facebook-Chat (this is comprehensible) (see point 14) that „I will get in trouble 

with the authorities“! 

An interesting statement from a murder and murder helper! And for sure, there are more then one 

hints that Torsten H. is the initiator of my observation in China. The police, either the justice in 

Germany, cooperate and did believe consciously minimum a murder helper! (See point 11).  

After all, Torsten know that i know all from him and the other murder! That is the main point and 

reason of this effort!  

The question now is: Why is Torsten Häusler, a murder by himself, this brave mention to me the 

German authorities that they will trouble me?! From whom he know that? That tells me clear that 

Torsten have connection to the police and/or authorities and/or STASI and cooperate with them (See 

point 11)? Of course the reason behind is that they try to point the crime of this stepfather Kurt, 

Anke, Gerd and himself to me! That was there aim and intention. But like I explain a lot time before, 

now they make a mistake to involved Margot, Marion and Regine. Plus Jörn E lsenbruch and his 

girlfriend! Christian Janosch and Andi Engel…!  

The police in Beijing did find nothing about me and even stop the cooperation with the German 

justice in this case because they did recognize that the German justice did use them for a fake 

suspicion! 

With this is here strategy to point here crime on me fail! 

Again, never was a better situation to catch this murder like today. In this way is this behave from the 

justice in Düsseldorf more strange and full of unanswered question! 

That Torsten mention the authorities I get in trouble with must have a good reason! Which 

authorities he did mean? Police? STASI? Government?  

On end of this document you will find a report that is fit to this with the title: “Torsten zu Besuch in 

Venwegen um uns zu bedrohen” (please this need to translate!) 

 

 

13) When it was bloodred-children-party-time Wilma always go to here sister. Once she saw and 

heard what here husband and the others did do with that children. This was the point she was ready 

to talk!  

Me myself bring on begin of the 90th Wilma, the wife of my brother Kurt Häusler, to the police-

station in Dormagen because she was ready for a testimony. This was registered from the police in 

the police station in Dormagen at this time. At least Wilma was afraid for the consequences about 

and did not tell anything. She was afraid at first that she will be killed in the same way in agonizing 

pain like Kurt and Anke kill this children. Kurt warning here all the time and promise whenever she 

will talk anything to anybody she will die in the same way like this children! Secondly she must betray 

Torsten and even here own daughter Sandra because even Kurt involved his own daughter. On other 

side Anke is here relatives…! 

Later I find out that even here daughter Sandra is involved in this crime of murder!  

At least, this effort from Wilma is something what the police and the justice for sure must have 

knowledge what is the main topic in point 11! Also that Wilma the wife from Kurt was once ready to 

confess must be report in any files in this case and circumstances!? Or, there do not want have any 

knowledge! Or this files and documents are removed from somebody! Than we stay again on the 

bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#jorn
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point what is suspected that somebody did to manipulation on the police and justice data! 

 

14) Audio file:  Point 14.mp3 or https://yadi.sk/d/8_EAQQcX3Ewg7d or 

http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point%2014.mp3 

On 2014 when I travel to Germany to investigate in this case Torsten Häusler threaten me over 

Facebook-Chat and force me for a meeting. He search and looking for me during the time in Germany 

and try to find the hotel I living. He did wrote obvious treats of violence against me over Facebook-

Messenger (I save a copy) from his working place “Good Year Tire /Cologne” they did allow him that 

a manager from this branch in Cologne told me so! After I mention that all his messages he wrote to 

me are send from his working place. Then suddenly he close this FB-Account sure in hope that 

nobody can find this Chat anymore.  

Question here is: When he have nothing to hide and he is innocent why he doesn’t see a lawyer. Like 

his intention the told to his chief officer t spoke with he told me that Torsten will find a lawyer. But I 

never see or hear anything from a Lawyer!  

Similar is the force of meeting from Partik Häusler, the son of Anke Häusler, she made her son from 

young time on to a bodyguard against me. About this is a lot story to tell but on a other place! 

Patrick’s reason why he wanted meet me so urgently  is still open. But there was some action and 

hints that he have similar intention like Torsten. This need to mention may that can be a matter once. 
(See:  http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf, Textmark: Weswegen er mich 2014 unbedingt treffen will  

 --and -- über Facebook 2014 wollte mich Torsten unbedingt) 

 

15) Why try the German STASI and Justice so frantic suspect me for a crime of pedophilia and human 

trafficking in China? Why actually this and nothing else? Actually exact this what was over years be a 

topic in Germany in circumstances with my brother Kurt and his murder friends include Torsten H.?  

With that what I find out is unambiguous that the police and/or the authorities and/or the justice 

and/or the STASI in behave of the German government did cooperate with that murder. Ergo the 

officials support and/or are be the initiator to point that crime what did this murder society do, to 

me in China! This suspicion makes under this circumstances sense!  

But let me descript how strange and illogic this suspicion is:  

I do not speak the local Chinese language! Anybody believe that Chinese criminals will let me into 

her/this business? I do not know anybody in China expect that people around me! Money! Where is 

the money? There observe me so tight! Why he did not find anything? My assistant and/or my wife 

did not recognize anything? From whom I got the connection to this criminals…?  

Who in Germany want know what I do in China? Why I should actually do that in China and not 

before in Germany? In Germany I was a “P-Hunter” and in China a seller of Children? Actually Torsten, 

the son of my brother Kurt, a registered “P” I tried over all this year’s bring them to jail, actually this 

person tell the police or justice I did do in China what his father do over the years in Germany?! How 

believe that and sign actually an investigation to me China?  

 

What on hell is that for police and justice there seriously follow this illogic suspicion? Even over all 

this years!? What did Torsten tell them so confident that they believe this? Did nobody check him 

and find that Torsten once wanted in approver-program!? Al that what was matter over the years 

with Kurt…! Nobody care that? 

That is to strange, to confuse, to illogic at all! This crude suspicion must be have a deeper background! 

This open one serious question: “What is behind this ridiculous suspect against me?”  

 

Who in Germany have the responsibility for that? Anybody from the higher justice needed sign this 

mission to check and observe me 8000km far away in China. When you then imagine that actually 

the delinquent sitting opposite of them?! Who is that person he did sign and order my observation? 

http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#lugner
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On what reason and hint is that observation starting? From this person should start an investigation 

about what his purpose was!? What is it the vindication for this observation so far in China?    

I am sure that this person is involved in that crime in one way! From this person on can follow the 

line to them who want hiding all! This person is the key of all this question.  

I ask more than one tine officially for this but I never ever get a answer! 

Who is that person and department who starting this all? A very important question that lead us high 

probably to them there hold the hand over this crime! This will may lead to a lot more people who 

are involved in this crime. This will even for sure the purpose while nobody will answer this question 

who was the initiator of this all.  

No answers on this question shows clear and plain that there is much more behind then it look like 

on the first view! 

 

16) Audio file:  Point 16 17_01.mp3 and  Point 16_02.mp3  and  Point 16_03.mp3 or  

https://yadi.sk/d/A-YrdAZj3Eu9be and https://yadi.sk/d/zjTgWhIy3Eu9gi and 

https://yadi.sk/d/RY1dK8F63Eu9iT and  

http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point 16 17_01.mp3 or 

and http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point 16_02.mp3 

and http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point 16_03.mp3 

No matter where I go on travel. Die 4-Wochenpackung des HCV-Proteasehemmer Simeprevir wird 

9.359,53 Euro (Apothekerabgabepreis) kosten.How can that be? Who tells this people this what is a 

unproof suspection from he running justic investigation? From whom  get all this people this 

information? 

This disavowal have of course a directly connection to my observation in China and with this of 

course a directly connection to the German justice and/or STASI/Government. Of course who else? 

Only the German justice or police and/or the STASI/Government have this information about and 

“only they” can give this information to others. Here the next clear hint that the justice and/or the 

STASI is behind this and cooperate with that high ranking criminals!  Because this is most helpful for 

this murder and of course this is coming from this murder, for this murder, that this murder can 

detour his murder-crime to me! What else should be the sense of that disavowal! 

In other way need to ask! In a running justice investigation became this details public!? This is far 

away from a serious police/justice investigation! It seems like that somebody want absolutely make 

sure that I get in trouble? But why? Who give this people this information who did ask me for this? 

Even on 2014 a woman and some others in Dormagen did ask for! 

 

In the same way the friend of my sisters Margot, Mrs. Erika M., told me on 2010 from a -1- video! My 

old neighbor from my young time I meet him randomly in Zons told me from this video and told me 

that he by himself did see this video. Amazing! A video what the German justice give in order to  

record me in Beijing is shown in my old hometown!  

Erika M. told me that her husband was that person who recorder this video here in China. In behave 

of the German and Chinese authorities! Later I remember that situation on a shopping street near 

the Qian Men Square!! This old neighbor in Zons told me that my sister Margot was running around 

in Zons and shows anybody this video and tell some lie story over me. Even that i am wear now full 

body tattoo…! The true is, I did not get one single point tattoo!  

My neighbor saw that video and descript me that I wave with my hand in the camera! That is true 

and can see in this video as the proof that this man really in fact saw that video of mine in 

China/Beijing! Peter, the husband of Erika M. is still living, actually in Zons! Of course he can and for 

sure he will confirm that! 

 

CrimeAudioEng/Point%2016%2017_01.mp3
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Only there left a question: Why running my sister with this video around our hometown and want 

show this to anybody? What is the purpose behind? The answer is, like my sister Margot confess to 

me, in the hope that nobody will believe when I write this story and become public! Because on this 

time she became by here self a murder! Sooner or later anybody will inform me about! Before 

anybody do it she wanted do it by here self. For that reason she did come to Beijing and confess here 

cruel crime to me! Hopeful I will help here! That was there intention she came to China. 

 

This video was made in order from the German justice and/or STASI/Government!  

Question: For what is recording this video I running around a shopping street in Beijing? This make 

no sense! But this video is still made and must have a reason and sense. This video is of course in 

relation for that crime suspicion of mine here in China! 

That means, this video is a video recording for the justice in a running criminal case and investigation! 

Like in all crime investigation, during and actually not before, even never until the culpability is not 

proofed, nobody as the justice himself have to be a hand on that video or any other piece of 

evidence or stuff what is belong this crime and the investigation of this crime! This is a law! Even to 

publish a video with my or anybody’s face, this person have to give his written permission before! 

This is anybody’s right on his privacy and personal information actually of picture or video that shows 

his face (I heard from lot people that there are see also other videos of mine!)! I have never ever give 

anybody my permission for this…! What is there going on in Germany about my personality and right 

of privacy? Seems that this “German masterhuman” think they have the right to do so!? 

A video that shows me anywhere running in Beijing! What should that be? For w hat? Margot, this 

person who confess me a murder crime in that did our brother Kurt her and the other involved, 

running with that video around out hometown and talk any bullshit story with. It seems this video is 

actually made only for that reason that this people like Margot and of course in background this 

children murder Torsten, Kurt, Anke and Gerd have anything in hand to discredit me! A part of 

prevention when I starting to point my finger on them.  

 

In main means this forwarding that the justice or the STASI/German government give a video in order 

to recording that shows myself anywhere in Beijing to give that in the hand to this murder. At least 

for the reason that my sister Margot get that in hand and run with this around our hometown in Zons 

and tell additional some bullshit story to! There is no other explanation as that the justice or the 

STASI/German government let made this video for this reason…!  

Maybe this was it why Mr. Angela Merkel the German President did invite Margot to Berlin like 

Margot did tell me on 2010 and 2011 and did tell that even to a lot other people!? Maybe anybody 

ask Mrs. Merkel for (See point 39)! 

Who is that person who let make this video? There must be one or more person that works for the 

German government or justice who have the authority for. And still an intention and aim that all 

what I writing here should never written depend on that warning from that STASI member on 2013 

when I will start to writing I get in trouble!  

In presentation when it did wrote then want this people show this video to discredit me that my 

story looks on that ugly and implausible! At least the reason for does no matter. 

The mater is this huge big effort they did and for what and who? Of course while there is huge big 

story behind! At least a clear and plain hint that there is a power that want hide that all again hand in 

hand with that murder society and his helper. Actually some of the locals they want save here lovely 

little town for a bad image and reputation! 

In this manner there is a very important fact and question! From whom got Margot Koch / Germany-

Zons this video in hand? Who give here this Video?  

Easy to answer! This must be from the Police, I guess from Neuss, or from the German justice in 
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Düsseldorf or from the STASI in behave of the German Government!  

 

When now Margot, like she confess to me that she did murdering a children, is running with a video 

around and talk any lie to people! Then means forwarding that she and all there stay behind have a 

very urgent reason for this. To prepare for that moment when I got information about and begin to 

investigation. Forwarding is that still a strong hint that Margot did realy in fact what she did confess 

to me! Kill a child! With this is there no doubt anymore and Margot Koch is a murder of a children!  

 

That means even forwarding the Police  or justice and/or STASI/Government must give here this 

video in hand. Here is the proof! The police probably the police in Neuss or the justice in Düsseldorf  

and/or the STASI/Government did tightly cooperate with Margot Koch in front and behind Torsten 

Häusler, Kurt Häusler, Anke Häusler and Gerd Allard the murder dozens of  children!  

 

And for what this huge effort and this cooperation to this murder? There is only one single 

reasonable answer! The government try in any way to hiding this crime. Because on that crime 

hanging much more as only this terrible mass-murder crime. On that is attached something what 

shows anybody clear and plain German megalomania! In this megalomania this people did do a 

historical fail!  

A fail and action in the 70th and only after 2014 on my travel to China/Harbin I did understand what 

this historical fail was really did mean. I will report that all what was matter in the 70 th and after 

about in my Book explained in detail! Only so far that Germans Masterhuman-Megalomania 

habitation cost this world a unique chance what sure never will be come back and cheat with this any 

single human on this planet! 

This is the value of all this huge effort and reason what they want hide! 
(See: http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#Indizien, Textmark: Mein alter Nachbar (MiP- S. 41, -- and --  

http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf, Textmark: Eine andere Frage bleibt noch offen! Wie) 

In this way it is necessary to have a look on that what I try begins on end 2013 to open again a new 

investigation and justice case. Because there is new situation arrive with a good chance to catch this 

murder on today after 40 years! In my view the best chance ever because there involves Christian 

Janosch and Jörn Elsenbruch, Margot Koch, Regine Janosch and Marion Koch! 

And what did the police and the justice in Düsseldorf do? A very big super stink bullshit!  

That stink is smell even to China! When you have a look on the report what did the attorney 

Kumpa/Düsseldorf wrote to me is unserious and most ridiculous. A farce! A farce what even the 

chief-prosecutor assess as correct! Even the chief-prosecutor say that ridicules investigation is OK! 

Unbelievable! What kind of justice is there in Düsseldorf?  

What a fail from two attorney in Düsseldorf! This cannot be a random! This is not a mistake. In my 

view is that a “wanted fail”!  

 

In this investigation the police and the attorney make me to the “accuser” and the “delinquents” to 

witness! Look and compare the name in this document and you will find what I mean! This murder 

was for sure very happy with that.  

Here you have again a very strong hint and mark that this the justice and/or government try anything 

to hiding this crime hand hold here hand over this murder. And/or a other explanation is maybe 

there are some pedophilias in the court/justice in Düsseldorf and we have here a huge corruption 

there get from time to time a reward from this murder. Means some of the children what Gerd Allard 

did buy from anywhere to rape and kill on drug for fun and lust is for some people in Düsseldorf! It is 

absolutely thinkable that some of this children give to some of the justice in Düsseld orf. Even people 

from the justice or police can be pedophilia! In the newer criminal history you find that a lot.  
(Selbst die Polizisten nannten sie "kleine Nutten" 
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Mindestens 1400 Mädchen wurden zwischen 1997 und 2013 im englischen Rotherham systematisch missbraucht.  

(1400 girls rape during 1977 to 2013. Even the police calls them „little bitches“)) 

And here is the line to this police-officer in Neuss, Mr. Leier! This “fake” police investigation is 

enforce in Neuss! 

 

At this point need a look on the locals in Zons and Dormagen!  

2011 I meet the vice-mayor from the City named Dormagen. He came along with his dog, stopped  

and say to me and my sister: “You are the visitor from China. And then must you Margot…” and 

watch me like an insect! A moment later came a other woman with her Dog away, so there is one 

more witness! Forwarding he suggest to me “when there is something to handle then you come at 

firstly with this to me”!  

What should that mean? Means that, with this high ranking murder crime I go at first to a small city 

vice-mayor!? A third level small-city-politician want be handle a crime like this? Amazing at all!  

Or is there something else what made this “politician” this urgent that he suggest me this? I think 

stronly this entire case is for sure political and pedophilia motivated!   

Why and since when go anybody with a crime topic to a city vice-mayor? Absolute strange! This is be 

even a indicator that this man know from this crime because he recognized my sister and over her, 

me! Here is clear and plain to see that there is from a “political level” a intention, a urgent interest in 

this topic and I guess to hiding this all again! I did ask them and his political colleges but there was 

never an answer. Then and only this explanation make sense for this! People told me this man have a 

house in Zons and is living there. He is one of that locals  and this will be also a motivation for them 

that  I come to him with this topic! 

Later I did send a mail to the CDU-Party in Dormagen, Düsseldorf and Cologne about this meeting 

with that vice-mayor on 2011. And I get not a single word for an answer. Of course not! Because this 

all is in main a political motivated act to hiding this crime and this what is attached from 1971! 

 

That direct straight to a man names Tomas Nussbaum I meet him on 2010. The owner of a pub in 

Zons that calls “Zum Feldtor”. He please me in front of two police-office that I should keep silence 

and quiet over all! Like he explain he speak in behave from a association calls “Zonser Heimatverein”! 

In this what he did say and talk on this meetings he did proof that the most of this association and a 

almost of this locals know over this crime and did do nothing. Even they accept this, afraid for the 

reputation of here lovely little town! 

Margot told me lot from and some of the locals told me similar that, around 2003 when this crime 

must be happened, that the locals and people around talking over this murder crime in the shops etc. 

like this is no special and a normal thing. That’s German! There is not did any Germans so is that only 

a topic by the way! 

From whom he did get the information about this will be probably from Margot Koch herself b e! She 

was/is from young time to now a person she need anything to know and all what she knows must 

talk to anybody! No matter from where this locals got knowledge over this what was happened in 

the apartment from my brother Kurt! But for sure almost of this locals know it!  

 

There must be a lot, especially from that elder citizen, in this village there know what was matter 

since the early 70th. 2013 when I came to Dormagen a woman came straight to me and say  in front of 

some other people “… leave your brother alone…”! A police officer came along and told him that 

then he check this lady why she say so! A unequivocal hint by the way that this story is well known in 

Zons and Dormagen!! Fact is, some of the locals, especially in Zons, want hiding all 

over this what was happened there because this small village have a tourist business. Hiding a 

children murder crime for a tiny tourist business! I guess like this can only be in Germany happened! 

Here become that word NAZI = “Nationalsozialismus” this real meaning! 
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Forwarding and for sure there must be all over this year’s helper and helpers-helper under this 

locals…! Gerd Allard cannot handle this group of children alone at all this time. On that point we 

come up again to this police officer “Mr. Leier in Neuss” I suspect him urgently as a major helper in 

this crime! 

After all, we have this locals, sure this policeman in Neuss is in charge, the German STASI and even 

the German government blackmail me in this way when I was am in China. Of course, I was far away 

and did not know about anything! Nobody did say one word! Only after my sister came on 2010 and 

explain me. After then I began to understand! After then I began to understand some of the strange 

behave and what some people did talk to me when I visit sometimes my hometown! 

In front of this terrible crime and all what is going on since the 70 th in this case! That behave from this 

locals, the behave form the STASI, that behave from this police, this blackmailing when I am in China 

etc.  (See point 25) need s to ask a serious question:  

“Which evil is it, what malice is living in some Germany-Soul? What is matter with this German 

mentality that there are able to accept and try to hiding, actually a murder crime to children like this”? 

For sure more than hundred children find in this village a terrible death! This people did do nothing 

else then look away and try to hiding all of this! Especially in front of their Nazi-history is this behave 

a straight line to their history! 

 

17) What is with Erika M.? In front of this woman confess my Sister Margot Koch the same crime like 

she did it to me! I never see or hear something form or about here!? In the report of from attorney 

Kumpa is to read that Margot Koch say she visit “only once” here old friend Erika! That is a lie and 

Erika, even here husband, can proof that this is a lie! Actually on the first meeting after I leave there 

alone Margot did confess to Erika the same like me. On this Erika’s husband connect the Chinese 

police and they installing then the equipment for recording. This record what is send to Germany. 

After I meet some Chinese police officer and did talk about what was there matte r in Erika’s house 

and did please them that this record will not deleted. Even I want give them money for memory. So I 

still believe that this record is happened until today. Only on this is clear that it “must” be two 

meetings.  

When now coming up that Margot say there was only one meeting and the justice in Düsseldorf 

believe that then speak this a clear language. Then is this police investigation enforce from the police 

in Neuss in there is the police officer Leier located. Then is highly probably this investigation nothing 

else then a big FAKE! That means then that not only one police officer named Lier is involved in that 

case then shoes that clear that even some of his college are be involved!  

 

Even that shows that Erika was never be ask for. Or may she is also from the German-STASI or from 

that murder threatened to keep silent over all like there try it to me in warning! Even like the Lawyer 

Mrs. Gaida/Düsseldorf she give me a hint that even also she was threatened to keep silent.  

Or like the owner of this Hotel in 2014 after he did open that he and his employee did overhear our 

conversation. This STASI member give that man to understand that he have keep silent of this or he 

will find some trouble…! After he threaten this people and menace again somebody I beating this 

NAZI-STASI-Member up! A day after was that in a local newspaper mentioned. On this newspaper 

report is be a way to proof that! 

 

18) Audio file:  Point 18 19 20.mp3 or https://yadi.sk/d/BcSBN1Sr3EuAWi or 

http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point 18 19 20.mp3 

Two times was attempt to murder me and my Chinese wife from my brother Kurt Häusler and Gerd 

Allard in help of my ex-business partner Jörn Elsenbruch, Magic Moon Tattoo in Germany / Erkelenz! 

(See: http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf, Part: Die Reise nach Deutschland für eine Vertragsunterzeichnung in 
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Erkelenz) 

Even this I got knowledge from after my sister was come and told me from. I did not notice that 

when I was there on 2005/07. Even that my sister did have detailed knowledge from. Even this 

makes clear that she is involved in this and her son in law Christian Janosch actually he confess that 

later to me I ´his house opposite from Margot’s apartment.  
(See: http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf, Textmark: Heute lügt Christian) 

It is a legitimate complain that for this issue the German justice never ever start a serious 

investigation for? I see or hear never ever anything about. Although I did open an inspection to the 

police over this. I report that to the police but I never see or heard anything about. I t seems that this 

is complete ignored and is a next hint that somebody from the justice/government hold his hand 

over this all. This what is matter with Jörn Elsenbruch in Erkelenz is the naked true and exact this like 

my sister did explain me in Beijing. Because my brother Kurt himself did on 2011 confirm that and 

even he told the story forwarding what was matter! This is even on the recording! 

That means it is a fact that my wife and me should twice murdered in the house of Jörn Elsenbruch in 

Erkelenz. A third time me alone in Frankfurt arranged from Jörn Elsenbruch mentioned from his 

friend Andi Engel in Kitzingen! But it seems that the German justice ignore that completely.  

  

Why? Maybe because I living in China now and my wife is Chinese only? Like Jörn E. did say it on our 

first meeting “that’s only Chinese”! That’s only Chinese and can kill because there are only Chinese! 

None German, only Chinese and no problem at all when some German try to kill them!?  

For stranger is no justice in Germany? Like an old German fashion!? Or, for stranger have the justice 

in Germany a other way of judge? Like we see that by Rosanna Goldsmith, USA, or Marlou Keltjens 

form Holland or Meiling from Vietnam? 

 

Or, is there much more behind what can be come in the light hanging and attached with!? Something 

hanging on what have much more value and should be hidden!? 

Like, on this is hanging the murder series from my brother Kurt, Anke H. and Gerd A.! And on this 

hanging like on a chain this what was in 1971. Germans historical huge epic fail. A fail for that they 

are guilty in front the rest of the world! In this they cheat the whole world for a chance! Is it this why 

this double murder attempt, actually three times, is totally ignored? The answer can only be: High 

probably, “Yes”!  

Is it this reason why the police, the justice, the STASI/government do not want catch this good 

chance now to bring this mass-murder of children over this newcomer murder and murder helper 

“Jörn Elsenbruch”, Andi Engel and Christian Janosch” on today in jail!? One of them need talk and all 

other will be falling…! By that meeting on 2011 say Christian Janosch to me “may something will 

happened to your beautiful wife…”! I guess urgently that Christan Janos ch is very deeper in that all 

involves like it seems! 

 

Or is this ignorance to prevent a political motivated justice-scandal in there are the authorities, 

justice and the government is deeply involved!? Like what they did in the 90. to my Vietnamese-

Girlfriend. A doctor give here in behave of the STASI/German government unknowingly a 

medicament for an compulsory-vasectomy that she get not pregnant from me!  

There was never any considerable effort from the police or justice for that! Of course not while the 

STASI/Government doing that in in behave of the government stay in very best NAZI behave! 

 I remember hat very clear! I investigate then by myself and found who was the initiator. This was a 

member from the STASI and beat him up that he ley weeks in hospital! This Vietnam Girl is surly 

living in this area can confirm that! 

Until today I get no answer why, I guess so, another old German tradition! To do this to a none 

German with a other nationality is reasonable enough! 
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Today, 20 years later we have similar situation! Today they want even violent my children! Not 

enough that my wife and me in Erkelenz is nearly is killed, no the STASI in the behave of the German 

government threaten me to violent young woman, my children. A never ending German story, fit to 

that they completely ignore that Jörn E.  wanted kill me and my Chinese wife!  

But maybe the justice in German can give us an explanation? I ask them but there do not answer me! 

Maybe there will answer to other enquirer! Maybe somebody else try to get an answer on this 

question!? 

That have all a long history in this area! There are two other names: Harald Harazim / Zons and Hans 

Scholz / Straberg! There are very interesting story’s from the 70/80th behind this names…! 

Or that the German authority attest Anke Häusler now to “insane” and make here with this immune 

for any justice consequences!? What does this portend? The authorities make Anke Häusler, one of 

the most perverse Children torture-lust-murder Woman what this world have ever seen, is with this 

attest of insane innocence (see point 21)!? In this area Düsseldorf, Neuss, Dormagen, Zons is 

something very very unusually and strange with the locals and the police, authorities and justice.  

It is more than time to make that all public and for that I call you…!  

 

19) The same is with a man named Christian Janosch the husband of Regine Janosch / Zons the 

daughter from my sister Margot Koch. 2011 he menaced me with a knife and ask me inviting “you 

are same as fast like before”!? Interesting and most strange on that is that the police chance this 

man in her investigation like the others  to a witness and from the menacing with a knife against me 

is never ever a word talk or written anything!  

Attorney Kumpa told me on phone that the police in Neuss is the investigator! Neuss! There is the 

Police-officer named “Leier” located I urgently suspect that he is involved in this crime since 

minimum middle the 80th!  

 

Other thing what make me thinkable is that Christian Janosch wanted that I do not come back to my 

hometown Zons, I am born! Why? What does that mean? This must have any reason why he let me 

stay away from this town! Christian Janosch a man I have over all the years like no connection or 

relation! What is his intention about? Anything is with this man! On that same night he told me “may 

with you wife will something happened”! What is matter with that man?  

 

When I celebrate my 50. birthday in my hometown I meet him after when he was sitting alone in a 

bar. Me and my wife go in and meet him there. His afraid behave was strange. At this time I have no 

explanation for. The owner, a man from Greece, wanted look the door and beat Christian up. This 

man told me that he listen something when Christian sitting with his friends tog ether. That was 

enough for him to beat Christian up in this moment!  

On that meeting that meeting on 2011 he did announce me when I will back in my hometown he will 

come and kneel down or he will come with a firearm!  

On one of the next days he told me that some of his friends told him “der macht dich fertig”! In 

english he will finish you”! But why and for what? The time was to short and see Christian only few 

time that there was a chance to get more knowledge over that what he mean with that. But more 

than clear that with that man is anything matter in this case! All that menacing from a man I have 

nearly NULL connection or relation with! Probably there must something behind with his friends! I 

repeat again. There must be a lot of helper and helper’s helper…! 

At this evening on 2011 he menace me with a knife! For that we arrange, I will not mind this knife-

attack while he promised me, when I begin to investigate or open a courts-suit of this topic, he and 

his wife will be confess anything! In hope that his wife Regine will be only a small punishment! But he 

lied! That he lied substantiate that with this man is anything matter in this crime story! 
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20) All that indices I did collect over all the years! My eyewitness reports, my testify… all that is no 

value? Why is that so? Even I working over years so close together with the police! 

Also on this question is missing a reasonable answer from the justice in Düsseldorf! No answer over 

any question until! It seems the justice in Düsseldorf have no answer and have a lot of explaining to 

do! Or no answer is also a answer! 

 

21) Audio file:  Point 21.mp3 or https://yadi.sk/d/1kIGWJUh3EuGwG or 

http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point 21.mp3 

I hear that more then once, so I guess it is true. My sister-in-law Anke Häusler, Zons is around ~2003 
attested as insane! The German word calls “Nichtzurechnungsfähig  = none accountable”! Means she 

do not know what she do and have for that what she did do not reasonability! No madness, or 

mentality problem! She is actually “Nichtzurechnungsfähig”! This have a deep meaning and 

background! 

She is for sure one of the must perverse sexual motivated-murderer in the history of Germany! I 
mention here again! Anke told and describe me more than once some details of here doing to 

children when she is on this “Strychnine” drug! 
The same for my brother Kurt Häusler and my nephew Torsten Häusler. Torsten was all the time a 

spectators, a watcher in this slaughtering of children. When you translate the other text you will find 
what I mean! Below you will find a report that shows you a bit of this: „Das Kleinkind, 21.07.2016“ 

 
Like I explain, a lot of people in this area know about this crime. The vice-major of the city Dormagen 

know about. A lot of the locals knows about. Margot must talk this to somebody etc.! 

In front of this, you must imagine! This lady, Anke Häusler, is in the 2000th years from the authorities 

in Neuss or Düsseldorf as “Nichtzurechnungsfähig = none accountable” certify!  

I have no proof that this is really a fact but a lot people did mention this during  2010/11! So I guess 
this is true and will be easy to check out! 

Imagine! A perverse mass-murder of children get attested as “Nichtzurechnungsfähig = none 

accountable”! With this have she then no responsibility for here crime!? For what symptoms is she 

attested as insane? What institute and doctor attested this insane? When she is assested as insane?  
What is it what makes Anke Häusler, a perverse mass murder of children as “Nichtzurechnungsfähig 

= none accountable”? Who have the responsibility for that?  

Question over question and the justice in Germany / Düsseldorf close the file s of mass murdering on 

children!! What is there going on in the justice in Düsseldorf  and the authorities that this lady is now 
an “none accountable” woman?  

 

This topic with Anke can be the irrevocable fact that the authorities, the justice and with them a lot 

official people there working directly for the government have detailed knowledge over all! It seems 

urgently here is the key point, the key reason! Anke, a woman who torture in lust children to death. 
A unique children killer who did kill with Kurt together over the last 40 years ~150 children. And a 

some authorities in Dormagen, Neuss or Düsseldorf give here an attest that she is “none 
accountable”! When that is not the key hint, what is it then?!  

 
A decisive key incident that the authorities and justice is full aware of all and involved. On this it 

seems urgently, that here is the proof, that all my suspicion that the government want all hiding is a 
terrible fact!  
(See: http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf, Textmark: Die hätten im Krankenhaus sicher gedacht) 
 

22) What is with police-officer names “Leier“ from the Police-Station in Neuss?  

Obviously he store my report over this crime over month in this drawer. This mass-murder report in 
the hand of a small police-officer he did ignore that. Actually his intention should be give this to a 
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suitable office like FBI or similar! What does that mean? This behave shows clear what kind of type 

this police officer is.  

I spoke with him on telephone and he told me in person that he will look on this when he have time 
for that! A murder-crime on children and a small officer in a small police -station will have a look on 

this when he have time for that and left that over month in his drawer!? I think this need no 

explanation and support my suspicion on him.  

 
My sister Margot mention him and 2011 the police-officer in the Bar in Zons, too! 

Lately, but on 2016 I remember him! This man with this Name “Leier” and his nickname 

“Leierkasten”! I know him well more or less in a dispute! This dispute begins on 1970 in Neuss on 

“Schützenfest”. I was there with Willi W. and he was follow us. Later I beat him up and Willi did piss 

over him! That he did never forget and never forgive…! Probably this humiliation was his intention 
for all what did following. Highly probably this humiliation force to him was the motivation to meet 

and cooperate with Gerd Allard, because with him together he see a chance for revenge! In him he 
find a man with the similar spot on his heart belong me.  

 
Later during my Jazz time, once in a Jazz-Bar he stolen my drum stick from my drumset! Then follows 

a time he did staking me when we play concerts in some locations around Neuss/Düsseldorf . Later 
after my divorce time I meet him again during the time when I working close with the police in 

Dormagen together. On this time he wanted that I teach him play drums and coming up with 
drumsticks. Only by the way I mention that this is my prefer size and he did answer that this sticks 

are even my! On this I begin to remember him and this moment when somebody run to my drumset 

and catch my drumsticks! That was him and all that came 2016 back in my remembering!  I talk with 
my police friend about, he talk with him and “Leier” tells them the story from 1970 and ask me I am 

did piss over them!? On that hock remember that first meeting on 1970! Then on this memory-link I 

remember when I saw him in Zons! He did stay in front the door from the house of “Gerd Allard the 

murder”! Gerd A. give him anything small in his hand like a key! He did give him anything in a 
gesticulation like Gerd give him a reward! I remember that very clear! I stop my car and go to them 

because he and Gerd staring at me when I past them in my car and ask both why she looks me so 

straight! Randomly a luck that I came this way at this time. A feeling, an instruction, a foreseeing… 

call it like you want! For sure, I remember that all in the 90th and now 20 years later again. I 

remember that I did remember that! I saw police officer “Leier”, located in the police office in Neuss, 
~ end the 80 with Gerd Allard together! Both, Gerd Allard of his crime and murder Rosanna, Mr. Leier 

because this meeting 1970, hated me! This join them together! 
 

After I was divorce, during I working with and for the Police I did meet this Mr. Leier in his located 
police station in Neuss and ask him for that but he lied to me. Then I talking with him deeper and 

become closer to him, even I show him some drum exercising. In this conversation was a moment I 
catch his mind. On that moment, in front of one from his college this man did in principle confess this 

what I suspect him on today! Also a clear remembering when he stay beside me, in front of his 

college, nearly crying and say “I did not wanted do so…”!  
2011, at this time I did have no remembering of all. Two police-officer from Düsseldorf mention his 

name in this way that he may is that person what manipulate police data’s (See Point 11)!  
Highly probably this man is corrupt and take money from Gerd Allard! 

 
Anyway, how is it possible that a man like Gerd Allard, he was urgent suspected the murder of 

Rosanna G. (actually in private he confess his crime more then one time to me) is a free man!? 
In the same time 1973 he menace a other Girl, Brigite K. / Dormagen in this way  he warning here 

“when she will not keep quit then she will share the same fate like Rosanna G.”! Actually with this 

statement he confess the crime on Rosanna G. again! But the justice in Düsseldorf did not care this!  

The mother from Brigitte K. go with this to the police and Gerd Allard was a short time later arrested! 

I was wondering how this is possible! Only he did menace Brigite H., that is enough to arrest him!? In 
front and contrast he was urgent suspected to kill Rosanna Goldsmith, actually he confess this in 
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front of a complete church community and nothing was happened!? 

For murder a young woman he was and stay free until today! Only menace now a Girl and get 

arrested! What a contrast? I was more then astonished! Then I understand! Rosanna / USA, like  
Marlou /NL, MeiLing / VIE, my Vietnamese Girlfriend in the 90th was “none German”! Seems urgently 

that nobody care that crime and death on this woman because there are not Germans like Brigitte K.!? 

Even also an well-known “old fashion” of Germany! Like this children that are killed from Kurt, Anke 

and Gerd! They are free until today. May because that children are not German children!?  
 

2011 I did go to that Hotel from Gerd Allard Family “Schloss Hotel” in Zons to ask for Internet 

connection! There I find a Police-Lady I meeting before in Beijing Hong Qiao Market and she ask me! 

Why you let yourself not catch...? We wanted only ask you some question…! This people was travel 

from Germany to Beijing to ask me something…   
(See: http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf , Textmark:  Das war die Überleitung zu einer anderen Begebenheit) 

 

On this meeting in this Hotel on 2011 I meet Gerd Allard, but I did not have the re member like today. 
This police-lady explain to me that the police search in this hotel for a “drinking-vessels collection”! 

Later I find in my remembering, a drinking-vessels collection made from the skulls of the murdered 

children! She wanted that I am looking for the key or button to his apartment in the hotel! I leaned 

that she was a police officer in Düsseldorf. 
Even Erika M. told me on 2010 from that “meeting” in Beijing in the Hong Jiao Market. W ith her is 

there one more Person how can proof that! And there is a next police-lady’s I meet 2011 in Zons in 

the pub “Zum Feldtor” together with the owner named Tomas Nussbaum? 

Tomas N. stay all the time with in his pub and is a witness of this meeting! When Tomas Nussbaum 

today want try to lie then we find here for sure a helper in this crime! 
(See: http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf , Textmark: Danach bin ich weiter um nach einem Wlan) 

 

Here is a question with high substance! The police have knowledge of all and search for children 
skulls in his Hotel from Gerd Allard! Why have the justice and this attorney Kuma/Düsseldorf and the 

police in Neuss who did investigate in this case do not have any knowledge about? Even when today 
some more people in this case are be involved like Jörn Elsenbruch and his girlfriend. With Jörn 

Elsenbruch a man named Andi Engel! And Christian Janosch…! Never before was that happened and 
never before was a better chance to catch them all on today! That this investigation what working 

the policed in Neuss on in behave of attorney “Kumpa” did archive  is no more than a bad joke! But 
this must have a very good and special reason why this run in this ridicules farce!  

And, the chief-attorney in Düsseldorf confirm this joke-investigation actually! What is that for justice 
there in Düsseldorf? What is there going on? 

And on end to 2016 I got randomly the information that the judge in Düsseldorf closed this case 

without any forwarding investigation.  

With this ridiculous report is a that now on today a justice-scandal from elder and newer time 

together! 

I repeat! This investigation of this case, examine from the high council in Düsseldorf there did decide 

that there is no crime and need no further investigation! In front of this final report in there Gerd 

Allard the murder and all others made to a “witness”!  

This can only signify that there must be anything running very wrong in the German justice about!  

Or there run anything very strange in the justice in Düsseldorf! Maybe this is a good field to 

investigate. I guess it will be a good idea to check, control and investigate this justice in Düsseldorf 

and the people there are working there! Maybe there find some “P’s” and children lover!? Maybe 

also some friends of Gerd Allard? Maybe it is a good idea to start a investigation by Mr. Leier in Neuss 

and his colleges! 

 

This have one more important question open!  

Why can a man like Gerd Allard he was since the early 70th  suspect as a murder travel around 
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European and buy actually a house in Spain? I ask this police officer Mr. Leier and like a shot out from 

a gun he answer me: “This is not your business”!  Seems Mr. Leier know that name “Gerd Allard” 

very well!? Seems he know that person behind and this name very well and tend to save him!? 
(See: http://bestofchina.eu/Polizei_2014.pdf, Textmark: Im weiteren Verlauf des Telefonat) 

 

Knows the government in Spain from the murder background of Gerd Allard? Knows the government 

and police in Spain from the hobby of Gerd Allard that he share with my brother Kurt and my sister in 

law Anke! Kill on drug children and disembowel them!? Rape them, torture them! Even in the 90 th I 

spend a lot of action, time and effort to make exact this what I doing now again to report and aware 

the justice in Düsseldorf from this crime! 

Did the Germany government inform the government in Spain about this man and his suspected 

crime? I Spain have Gerd Allard a property. The police did search drinking vessels made from Children 

skulls in his hotel…! Knows the Spain police/government from that!?  Seems not! When not, why not? 

Simply, it is probably he will also kill children in Spain for his obsession! 

 

23) During my sister Margot visit me 2010 she talk with my lawyer because on this time I needed 

help for a court suit. Margot wants talk with this Lady Mrs. Gaida in Düsseldorf. During I am on toilet 

Margot tells this lawyer on telephone some details over here  sexual handicap that a child beat in 

here clitoris! That is a part from here confession in there she accuse herself to ki ll a children!  

That means here is one person there got from my Sister unambiguous hints from this what she did 

confess me later!  

This what she did tell this Lawyer on telephone is in my view a valuable information and a next 

puzzle-piece in that picture. Why did the justice and this attorney Kumpa in Düsseldorf ignore that? 

Did there ask this lawyer? A absolute trustful person, a lawyer! In the investigation report I see 

nothing about! Nothing about „Jörn Elsenbruch and his girlfriend“…! Investigation gaps big like this 

city large is! 
(See: http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf, Page 32, Das Telefonat mit der Anwältin aus Düsseldorf) 

 

24) This what my sister Margot confess to me! After she repeats this to Erika Mayer/Beijing/Zons in 

the House from Erika Mayer in Beijing!? Margot described me and Erika here crime in detail! Actually 

for this she did come the long way to China! Erika M. told me that this what we did talk in here house 

is recorded! Sometimes later some people from the Chinese authorities confirm this record. I did 

urgently please them that this record will not delete. This record is of course send to Germany.  

What is with this record? The justice in Düsseldorf ignore this record? Have that no value that 

Margot and all other is until a free person? Even what is spoken and repaet a year later in here home. 

And even this is recorded! All this have no value at all that this children murder be free person? 

Amazing! Most astonishing! Is it?  

 

On the second visit I spoke on the recording and please the china police to hold a copy from this 

recording in China!  

In this report from attorney Kumpa in Düsseldorf you can clearly read: 

 „Weiter hat die inzwischen vernommene “Zeugin” Margot Koch…“ (Zeugin = witness) 

I accuse Margot Koch as a murder of a child what she did freely confess to me and to Erika Mayer in 

Beijing on 2010! So, Margot is by far not a “witness”! She is the ”offender” and for sure not the 

“witness”! Margot is a murder! 

After all, why make this attorney Kumpa and/or the police (in Neuss) this lady to a witness!? And the 

others same! Why is that so? Or with other words! Who is interesting and have a adventage that this 

person stay free and get no punishment?  

http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#lugner
http://bestofchina.eu/Polizei_2014.pdf
http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#margot
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/kumpa1_17074_w_husler.pdf
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Here is plain to recognize that this crime-investigation is so obviously deficiently, incomplete that a 

children in the age of 12 can see this! Again, this crime investigation was a farce, a joke, a farce, a 

fraud. No more and no less! Here is sure a line to that politican I meeting in Zons…!  

 

Here we have a straight sign and proof that some people are very eager that this murder get not to 

court and jail! May there is some people or group very eager to hidden all of this!? Because when 

one of them falls all will falling all! Then will that all come clear and public. And with this the german 

government need be exlplain here doing since 1970! It seems this is something what they very very 

dislike! 

 

Or see the line: „Zu der Erika Meyer hat sie  angegeben, diese für einen Tag alleine besucht zu haben 

(to Erika Mayer she say that there is only one visit)“! 

Here is the proof! Margot Koch lied! There is a record from the second visit! We visit Erika M. two 

times in here house! This recording is of course only from the second visit because on that first visit 

did Margot confess to Erika what she did confess to me as same. This was the reason to install a 

recording equipment. In this case there “must” be two visits! This investigater can not think so far 

and belive this murder!? 

By the way, from “Silvia Häusler” my exwife was  from ne never a word written or talk about…! What 

a confusion…! 

Of course, even Erika’s husband Peter know about this! Peter was informed! Erika Mayer confess to 

me that Peter was that Person who made the Video frm me in the shopping street! Because there 

wanted let me know about that I do not suspect Peter that he give this video in Margots hand!  

 

This means nobody proof what Margot K. did say! The police in Neuss who are the investigator did 

belief her blindly! Actually Erika Mayer and here husband Peter living in the same village in Zons! 

Why did nobody ask them to verify what the “witness” Margot Koch say? I mention Erika more then 

once in this topic! 

The question is why ignore this attorney and the police this recording and Erika Mayer testify?  

This fake investigation is something what they do not want that this become public!  

Or is the reason similar like my sister say: “So what! This are only some children! Even no german 

children…”! 

Plain to see that with a investigation like this intent following close this case from a high court is even 

a way that nothing of this come to light? Or is that in order from the German government that this 

will hiding so long as possible!? Seems strong about that we have here probably a political thing…! 

 

25) Audio file:  Point 25 26.mp3 or https://yadi.sk/d/R9nrsAwZ3EuHAw or 

http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point 25 26.mp3 

What is with Günter Ohligsschläger and Herbert Rasselnberg, both living in that village names Zons? 

Günter Ohligsschläger a schoolmate of mine. I have assured facts that he is pedophile! 

~1974 Günter Oh. told me that he was participated with my brother Kurt, my sister-in-law Anke and 

Gerd Allard by a “children party”! Twice! 

In our mutual hometown “Zons” Günter did scream over a public place. Around him a group of 

friends and screaming to me, „… weißt du was die mit den Kindern machen? Die weiden die Kinder 

aus (…you know what they do with that Childs? They disembowel the Children”)! 

 

Günter’s friend and leader of his clique, named Herbert R., stayed directly beside from Günter and 

talk with him. After Günter did say that what he did say to him all member of this clique looking to 

me and began to laughing! That was the first remembering of this episode! I have this picture of 

http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/kumpa1_17074_w_husler.pdf
CrimeAudioEng/Point%2025%2026.mp3
https://yadi.sk/d/R9nrsAwZ3EuHAw
http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point%2025%2026.mp3
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#gunter
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Herbert Rasselnberg when he stay there and shows me this grin. This smirk, this smile is burn in my 

thought…! I was confused and amazed! How can anybody laughing over such things!? With this what 

Günter Ohligsschläger scream over this place he say nothing else that there is killing children! And he 

saw that with his very own eyes! And this bunch of boys have nothing else than a mindless grin for 

that!? I was deeply disappointing what is did see. But this shows me that all of this member of this 

clique clearly understood what Günther O. did screaming over the place at this afternoon!   

This was the reason that I wrote a rhyme: „Zons wo die Schatten wohnen“! 

 

Günther Ohligsschläger, Herbert Rasselnberg and i guess almost of the member from that group of 

friends are still living on today. May some of them remember that moment!  

Actually on end of the 90. I did talk with a man over this event. This man knows Herbert R. very well 

and he was in function of a messenger between Herbert R. and me because Herbert did not want talk 

to me directly. Herbert promised at this time he will talk about when the time is ripe for! He believed, 

at this time end of the 90th, the time was not ready for! 

 

This leave one question! Why did Günter never say a single word over this to anybody expect me 

over all this years? The reason and answer is easy! Because then he must accuse himself that he was 

a witness of a crime murdering children and of course his pedophile nature!  

But why did Herbert Rasselberg never did say anything? He and his friends was randomly at this 

moment there. They did only listen what Günter told them and scream across this place! May a 

answer of this question find in this business connection and friendship? Maybe a business connection 

to Gerd Allard he living in the same village and have his building contractor business there what he 

inherit from his father. Maybe there is an answer to seek! 

All of this friend leaving this town, only Herbert und Günter did stay! 

2013 I told this the attorney and the police as a next puzzle-piece in that all! I wonder after I report 

this crime and give all information to them this justice did ignored that like a lot other hints! But why 

the police and the justice did ignored that hints? 

 

26) On 2011, the owner Tomas Nussbaum of the Tavern „Zum Feldtor“ in Zons did please me 

urgently, in front of two police officer, that i should keep quiet overall and do not publish anything! 

Because he and his friend from the “assocation of homeland” from this village do not want that this 

will become public. That means at first there knows all or almost and have detailed knowledge over 

this crime story which is happened over 40 years in this small village . A small village in where 

anybody knows anybody and anybody knows all what anybody knows! 

On my question why he want all of this hiding he did answer me because that is not good for the 

tourist business in this town. You need to know this village named „Zons am Rhein / Germany“ have 

a history castle and with this a little, very little tourist business. There are afraid of the reputation of 

this village! Like all the years before until today. 

A lot of the locals in Zons and Dormagen and around this area know about Kurt, Anke and Gerd and 

his crime! But this community, the locals, the citizen accepted or ignored this overall this years. 

There accepted or ignored this series-murder for a small tourist business and the reputation of there 

city.  

This is one of the main reason why over all this years coming from the police and justice no action at 

all against this high-grade criminal-case! Hints was enough to do something about and against. But 

never ever was from the justice doing anything about! The reason behind is at first the reputation of 

this town. I have to tell some stories about of my own experience…! 

 

But there must more and other reason. Very more reason over all this years! It seems straight some 

http://bestofchina.eu/Zons_dort_wo_die_Schatten_wohnen.pdf
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/building.html
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/contractor.html
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#christian
http://hvv-zons.de/
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of  justuice himself is involved!? Even there must be helper in this crime. It is most reasonable that 

some of the locals are be involves as helper to earn some money. Probably is here a line to Christian 

Janosch and his friends who act in this topic this strange and strikingly! 

 

But the most worse in this story is! This locals and the justice was willing to accept a children murder-

trio in her line as a neightbour for nothing more then for the reputation of here little small city!  

On this point you can have a deep look into the soul of some germans. In this you have a good 

example to find in fact the deeper meaning and sense of this what calls “NAZI” = “National Social 

Worker Party”! Down break = “National Socail”! National social in the importance of a close soceity 

or group who are care that this stay in the sense of natonaity close. Worry and care that no strange 

or stranger, no interruption or disorder disturb this soceity or grou p…!  

In this they are some of this loacal they even acept this massmurdering of children…! Almost this 

who shouting at loudest and have at first here mouth open to sreaming and shouting over this 

definition. 

 

Matching in all of that is actually that the authority in the area attested Anke Häusler, the main and 

most perverse murder in this trio and probably in the history of crime,  as insane (See point 21)! That 

means anybody of the local authority and/or justic attested Anke Häusler that this what she did do, 

she have no presposebilty for! When this is not a clear hint that the local authority and/or justic is 

probably deep involved in this crime.  

 

In this is even matching that the vice-chairman of the city Dormagen I meeting 2011 let me know 

when there is something to handle I should come with this to him (see point 21 and 32)! That is 

absolute fit in this circumstances! A little local politician want handle this crime of children murder! 

Why?? 

 

On 2013 after I went from the police station a woman, a local, come to me and talk/ask me about 

this topic of crime. Means, a lot of this locals, seems almost, know about this crime until today. 

 

27) On my travel 2011 to Germany in the subway Line S11 to Dormagen! 

I was complete alone in the wagon expect one man there know and call my name and beg me like a 

child that I show him “something”! Beg me like a children that he like so much to see something. A 

adult man and government office from the national-security (STASI) stay in front of me like children 

to Santa Claus. Serious is something different…  as a word to this institution they follow me for 

decades!  

I been less than 20 minute in Germany and a the first occurrence is a penetrated begging German 

national-security officer he want watch a demonstration to satisfy his fascination! May this explain 

the complete way how the national security did act in this case over the years  and decades? Of 

course I did refuse this “one man show” for a STASI member!  

 

Then this guy began in a similar way to penetrate me like he did beg me before for a “private 

amusement” to persuade that all what I will remember is nothing more than fantasy!  

Again! All what I will remember in the next time, this member from the German national-security 

wanted to know, that this is will be at all fantasy! Amazing, right? 

Amazing and astonish statement from a man for sure I never ever meet before. 

 

I was confused because in that time did not remember anything. I was busy with my work and did 

not spend any time on this. Only this what my sister did tell me one year before in long hours from 
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the time before I go to China was more or less present as a  remember. Now a strange man stay in 

front of me and persuade that all what I will remember is fantasy and not true! Like, when I 

remember my mother that is then a fantasy. So, I did not have a mother or so…! Ridiculous!!  

That was the situation I find on 2011 after I step out from the airport building!  

 

This situation has a legitimate question!  

Why actually comes a member from the German national-security just in the moment when I arrive 

Germany to me and persuade, force me, to believe that all what I will remember in the near future is 

fantasy? 

Absurd! Absolutely absurd illogical! When I am by myself at this moment on 2011 did not remember 

my time before China, from where or what want this man knows what I will remember in the future? 

Possibly I can remember anything! There is a lot things to remember as well!  

A contradiction in this self! 

When I will start to remember, which of this remember stories will then be a fantasy like this guy 

forecast me!? Who will knows this? Who will knows what I will remember? Remembering’s of my 

mother are be than fantasy. Then I do not have a mother…! Like a joke what this German National 

Security want let me take for serious! 

Actually my sister explains and told me a lot from my time begin as my childhood time when she did 

visit me on 2010 at this time ~one year before. Because she is my sister and for sure she knows my, 

our mutual, time in the past! To simple, very to simple what this STASI member wanted me persuade! 

 

On this point was clear, this man tries to persuade me anything, to hiding something! 

But what? What did this man knows at this moment what I will remember later what he wanted me 

see as an imagination!? What is so important for them what I will remember what this STASI 

association se as a fantasy and running after me all the years over? Watch and spy me so intensively 

that I just do a few step out from the airport and just they are after me! What can be this mega 

important remembering what have this value that this STASI guys spend this effort  on? 

  

This answer I got on 2014 when I visit my sister again! My sister Margot Koch told me in front of her 

granddaughter Sabrina that “all is fantasy”! Obvious matching and similar to this what this member 

from the German national-security wanted persuade to me on 2011! 

Who believe here in a random is be fool or he have a reason to let others believe that this is no more 

than a random! But then it is necessary to ignore all other hints of this matter! 

Highly probably here is the next clear hint that the German national-security/STASI in order of the 

Germany Government himself cooperate with this murder to hiding her failure and a justice scandal 

in this children-murder topic and this what is hang on this story what leads to 1971! The “grey leave” 

artefact and all what is around this artefact what can be take physically in hand and touch it, look it 

as something what do proof something what this German government want hiding. Hiding here 

megalomania fraud on each single person on this earth!  

Hiding that German cooperate with murder, accepted and ignore a mass-murder-trio and betrayed 

the whole world of a unique chance! 

 

Then the subway runs faster and faster that the wagons began to shaking and I “leave suddenly”! 

Actually on the right station for my bus! Then I meet a other STASI member and talk with him a 

while…! I go then to the street near the main train station in Neuss and saw the  man from the 

subway staying with two others stay beside car. When they saw me they began to shouting on me 

about what was going on in the subway! Three lads coming away and ask me what is going on with 

this people and explain them…!? Here are 3 boys and one young woman gather together as testify 

what I tell here. This STASI member as good boys “borrow” then her car to that group…! 
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(This “fantasy thing” was mention on 2014 in the hotel what did the owner of this hotel and his 

employee overhear and with this two more people who can confirm  that.) 

 

Two days later was in the local newspaper a small article and a picture on this are shown three man 

sitting the whole night on the ground …! This fellows did “looks very similar” to that three man from 

the STASI at the train station! There was a big paper ley in front from them on this was written “The 

Dragon”! The header of the report in the newspaper was: “Some people never learn…”! Actually 

there is a small report in a newspaper to find over this as proof.  

 

Some days later the leader from the department from this group in this newspaper came with a 

picture to the apartment of my sister I living this time during my visit. This man ask me something 

like I know this person? Then he talk with my sister over here experience in Beijing…!  

 

After all, very important and very interesting on this is: Why did this person do this immense effort to 

let me in a ridiculous way believe all is a fantasy? Actually, this what my sister Margot confess to me 

a year before! Why is the German national-security this earger on my remembering and try with this 

to hide this terrible crime to children? What is the background of all of this? 

 

28) One guy from the STASI-association confess to me on 2014 that he inspected and search again 

and once more my hotel room. There wanted check my computer for any documents I wrote 

meanwhile. 

This man mention to me “when I do writing again then “…brings du dich in Teufels Küche…”! In 

English have that the meaning like “to get into hot water”! 

I answer him that this sentence say also that person 2013 on telefon by the lawyer in Düsseldorf! 

This STASI-member agree with “right” and add this what I did answer on that afternoon in the office 

from this lawyer: “But in this kitchen I am the head cook”! BINGO!  

This STASI-member knows about that! Why? From where? May himself did say it? Or his college? 

A next strong hint that the STASI himself was that institution there install some device to listen, 

intercept and record the conversation in the office of  this lawyer! That was the moment when my 

suspicion become a shape! Not the police was the interceptor! The STASI was the force who did 

intercept me in Düsseldorf end 2013 to record what I have to talk with the Lawyer Mrs. Gaida! 

Bur for what? Why? What can so interesting for them that they start this effort to install de vice and 

intercept me!? My business with this lawyer was a courtsuit for a unpaid money! This is for sure not 

what they wanted spy on me. 

The question is: What was then the motivation for this German STASI to intercept me in the office 

from this lawyer?  

On the first view is there nothing, but on the second view is there something what make realy sense 

for them to spy! At first, my sister Margot told Mrs. Gaida some hints from here crime that she did 

kill a child! On second, Jörn Elsenbruch did unpaid some goods I sell to him. This was the reason I 

needed open this courtsuit against him I connect this lawyer for. Resume, only this have a merge 

what can be for the STASI for interesting! Sure not the unpaid money topic! But what else? 

 

Depend what Margot clarify by her visit on 2010 that in the basement in the house of Jörn E. was 

wait my brother Kurt and Gerd Allard to catch me and my wife to kill me to make me silence! So, Jörn 

E. is involed in this topic and only this can be have an intention for them! My brother Kurt mention 

and discribt details from this on 2011 that he and Gerd did wait in the basement. Even he did tell the 

story forward what was after when me and my wife left them. So this is a fact! E ven this is recorded 

and with this no doupt of true! Fact is that 2005 and 2007 wanted Gerd Allard and Kurt Häusler in 

http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/anklageschrift.html
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#jorn
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help from Jörn Elsenbruch kill me and my wife!  

The reason to kill me was that there did known that I will for sure once remember all and write it 

down. That what I doing just now here. And with that is even a proof of all the rest what I report here. 

They wanted prevent that I will accuse them once for here crime in murde r of children. For that they 

war be ready to kill me and my wife. Me, the only one there have deep knowledge over here crime 

over all the years. Jörns interntion was that he became my business…!  An arragement what means 

that Jörn E. is deep in this involed and planing this. Wuth this he and his wife is guilty to force in helpf 

to murder two people twise. And of course like all in this story and topic never ever was anything 

gloing on on them . he justice did complet ignore this. There is only the qestion why?  

The answer is, because then all will be come on light even that for sure some in the justice are be 

involed in this!  
(See:  http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf, Page 3, Textmark: Wie viel Leben hast du denn noch übrig) 

 

With this background we want follow a line why the STASI watch and intercept me in this case. Step 

by step: 

Margtot mention to this Laywer lady some hints from here crime. The lawyer have a connection to 

me. Over this courtshuit for that payment is a relation to Jörn Elsenbruch and his part of action! 

This leads to my Brother Kurt and Gerd Allard the children murder waiting in the basemant from Jörn 

E. house. This leads to my effort in the 70th to 90th  I try to arrest them and the massiv interception 

and controlling from the STASI at this time on me include this what they did do to this Vietnam lady 

etc. And of course to that why they control, watch, spy me to intensive and massive during this time 

nearby 24h interception. There was a time there was nearly every day something matter with my 

friend “Sister”. The main and first reason they spend this effort and time to watch me so careful and 

intensive. They are recordings, videos, photos, police protocol, science analyzer-protocols in mass 

over this what was matter during my time living in this small apartment in Dormagen.  

“Sister” the direct line to 1971 and the epic fail from the Germany government and German scientist 

and this betray what go straight to the “gray leave”!  
 

What the STASI wanted to know was, how far I am with my remembering! How much danger I am for 

them with this remembering? The same reason like for Kurt and Gerd. This was the reason and 

nothing else! Try to frighten and overawe me that I do not write anything about this and of course to 

not make anything public!  

 

Ergo: The STASI/German government have the same intention like this murder. In this they are 

both good friends. And this is the reason why this children killer and here helper never was punisch 

for here crime. Because they is a possibility that Kurt, Gerd, Anke and Torsten archive to kill me 

and then will be all fine. Here we come up and is matching that the police in Cologne (see point 20) 

on 2014 did not wanted do anything. 

I am the last who have knowledge over all. I am this person who wanted catch this mass murder of 

children. I am the only person they fear. Me the only one they know anything about. When I am 

killed they are save for the rest of here live. There is no other they have to worry about.  

When this murder now achieve to kill me then is also all problems for the STASI/German 

government removed. Only me know in detail and complete what was 1971 matter with “Sister” 

and the way of the German government to handle that. I know at best what this German 

megalomania soceity did do, or wanted to do with “Sister”! This “gray leave” is the physical proof 

of all, hiding from the government like they want hiding all of this until today. This what 2014 with 

the travel to Harbin become close in a circle. Beginning on 1971 when i got that “gray leave” as a 

gift from “Sister”! This travel to Harbin on 2014 is the last conection and link to 1971. I am the 

owner of the “gray leave” what did this govermant steal from me like a thief. They did kick this 

http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf
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most value information in here masterhuman mentalty so easy away. But nor only this! No, even 

they hiden the physical proof from that what makes this information this important. That is that  

epic fraut what make Germany in each single point guilty in front of the rest the world.  

 

All this fail and fraud should never ever public to anybody while then the intire world will look to 

Germany as this nation what betrade any single individual on this planet and confirm with that 

here NAZI thing what some have in here mind and soul even until today. 

That is the reason why the german justice/government let Kurt, Anke and Gerd did do his “killing 

hobby”!  

There was a chance thier wanted not miss that this murder once archive to kill me and all problems 

are gone! They support them even to kill me, discredit me, discredit meeven in China, watch me, 

spy me, observe, send rumors over me in the world, lie to me…!  

In this way Germany handle this what has his begin in the 60th until today!  

For this murder, for the STASI and for this megalomania government a big luck when I am die early 

enough without I wrote anything about. In this way is there even no investigation for this people 

they try to kill me and my wife!  

And here is the link to 2013/14 that they wanted prevent that I began to writing all in a report and 

make that public! At least that was the reason to spy me end 2013 in the office from that Lawyer in 

Düsseldorf. 

The same intention like some of the locals in “Zons” and “Dormagen” there want hide this crime!  

 

And this is matching and the reason while the Police in Neuss never seriously investigate to Jörn 

Elsenbruch and Christian Janosch and all others. See the report from the attorny Kumpa from 

Justic/Düsseldorf. 

The german government wants hide this crime for any price! And/or in the Justic/Düsseldorf are 

some phedophile people there are involved in this crime by him self!  

(See Point 27)! (See http://bestofchina.eu/Polizei_2014.pdf, Textmarke: Die ablehnende Haltung) 

 

29) This STASI employee on 2014 I meet in restroom hold out a prospect to make me rich and famous! 

Before was a other man I never meet before and came with similar offer to give me money and my 

“gray leave” back! The comment from this man was “there no reconciliation…”!? 

I give both the same answer. An honorably offer but I decline this offer because for this they did 

come ~20 years too late! This man’s comment on my refusal was “this man is not to buy…”!  

In fact came that 20 years to late in any manner. 2014 in the way to Harbin, this what there was 

matter make clear I should not go to China. In the 90 after my divorce I should go to USA with that 

leave I hand and try what is possible. That was the way why we got in the early 70 this information! 

But this chance did Germany prevent and disturb and confirm here guilty with this. In my book I will 

explain this in detail. What left are questions…  

 

One of this question is : For what he want buy me? Or what he want buy from me?  

Plain to recognize what he wanted to buy. “Silence”! Keep quiet! This offer calls usually “bribery”! 

 

This offer includes a promis to give me my “gray leave” back that they did steal from me! The “gray 

leave” is my property and a artefact that should show to anybody on  that planet. The German 

scientist and government take it from me and hold that secret over all the years in hope they have 

once any advantage from this and doing with this something what have a huge meaning.   

 

Of course this leave will only return to me when I give the promise and guaranty I keep silence over 

http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#jorn
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all! Do not write my story I a book! On first, in this way there confirm the existing of that “gray leave” 

once more, on today and that this leave is still in Germany and in the hand of the German 

government! Secondly this calls fraudulently blackmailing. Anybody take something from you and 

will give this only back when you doing what he want let you do, or give them something for return. 

 

I recognize that my computer was already check but they fail on the password this guy ask me for! 

There search for documents I wrote, this information that can open the truth over that what they did 

and hide over decades! 

Let us follow this thought…  

From what purse come this money to buy my silence? Of course, this money will pay from the purse 

from the government! This means at least the customer of this deal is the Germany government 

himself they are already to threaten my children or to pay me of! The German government did try 

this act of bribery! Lucky there are two people as a spy they listen what there was spoken in that 

room in this hotel and can proof that! 

 

30) 2014 i wend to the police station in Cologne/Stalkergasse and talk with police officer “Rietz” and 

“Gössler”. The reason was while Torsten Häusler/Cologne send me from his Facebook account (I save 

this chat to proof) that we want urgent meeting me. When I do not agree he will force a meeting. At 

least he wrote me during this working time a lot messages in there he threaten me of unambiguous 

violence against me! In one of this messages he wrote “we want only have a talk with you”! “We…”!  

 

With that “We” he imply that he not alone wanted meet me! “We” is not one person. “We” is a 

group. Of course, he reveal in background are be all this people I accuse this murder crime! On other 

side, I was in Germany present and why did he not connect al lawyer for this topic? Or go to the 

police with this accusation like it should be when he and the others are be innocence!? 

 

Distinctive, from whom he know that I am in Germany? I did not talk about to anybody. Nobody 

knows that I am in Germany! The only one I did visit was my sister Margot. When I visit here she 

wanted directly call my brother Kurt. That shows clear that Margot now on side from Kurt. After all, 

she confess that Kurt make here to a children murder. When she now so close and friend to Kurt 

then must this have a good reason. Kurt involved here in this crime and Margot stay at his side!? This 

support my suspect that Margot was even long time before the fourth member in the row Kurt, Anke, 

Gerd and maybe from time to time Margot join this group. She mention more then one time like “I 

want see blood…”! Kurt involved Margot and the other in this crime because in believing that this 

people can save him and his apartment. Kurt was sitting right to me and say to Margot: When yo u 

cannot save me and that I cannot hold my apartment then I will tell anything! With anything he mean 

that he will confess that Margot and the other did kill children.  

That was the purpose of his aim and doing!  

There is a family agreement from 1973 that I get after 40 years the apartment from Kurt. This time is 

now over. This is the reason why Kurt did involve the other in his murder business. Margot by here 

self did remember me on this when she was 2010 in Beijing! After she recognize what behave she left 

in Beijing, with this behave she cannot count on help anymore from my side. So then is only one way 

open for here and the other. Here plan all will stay close and lie! Refuse anything and Kurt’s plan will 

be in this way success! 

Fact is that Margot did tell me all and anything on 2010. But now all be are afraid I will come and 

catch then Kurt’s apartment and Kurt will confess like he forecasting. Then, all be will see the jail for 

the rest of here live!  

In this way this group have a similar interesting to meeting me and hunting after me! That was the 

meaning when Torsten wrote me that “We” want me you…!  
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With this threat of force from Torsten I did go to the police in Cologne while here was a chance, 

together with an police officer as witness, to verify what will they talk and to watch here action what 

he want do! 

Probably Torsten and the others will will try a act of violence against me. That was my plan!  

Record this what we will talk togehter. Talk with them clear and provocatively, for sure Torsten will 

be become angry and in his anger he will say something what is useful against this murder society. 

May he and the other want start an act of violence! That was also a chance to see that may Patrik the 

son of Anke will come to that meeting! 

With this we have facts in hand and even more some more what can use against them! But what a 

surprising, the police refuse any help!  

Actually, I saw some strange in there behave of the police officer “Gössler”! In the moment when he 

checks my name on his computer, remarkable he clicks quickly an information window to close just in 

this moment when his college stays beside him. I find that strange and noticeable! Then Police officer 

Gössler ask me: “What will be happened with people there steal “gray leaves”?  

 

At this point is close a circle to the STASI-officer he mention this “gray leave” also! This leave is then 

really anywhere in Germany. 

Means the Police and the STASI are similar interesting, similar knowledge and similar question for 

this “gray leave”! A very remarkable statement from this police officer even from this STASI-member! 

What did this police officer know about this “gray leave”? Just in the moment when I come to this 

police station to ask for help!? From whom he knows that? What have with that to do, or care to ask 

me for that topic over this “gray leave”?  

Why they did refuse any help in this case? This is police and refuse any help to find/collect something 

to catch this murder!! Amazing! From whom he have that knowledge over that “gray leave”! Why he 

ask me this just in this moment?  

There was three more officer there listen our conversation to verify my allegation! 

This refusal is matching to the investigation from the police in Neuss. In Neuss working the police 

officer Leier! This is matching and very fit in which the justice in Düsseldorf did handle this case 

under the superior attorney Kumpa!  

The coherences and question is here: Why the police refuse doing anything to clarify this hardcore 

crime? Any chance should be welcome to catch this murder of children! That is most unusual police 

habit and against here duty. Fit to that I report Torsten’s threat to the police in Dormagen and 

became some month later the information that a prosecutor in Cologne did close this police 

investigation against Torsten! That is strange and against all logical in the sense to fight against crime.    

Actually this man he wanted in the 90th make and confess (see point 11) that he watched dozens of 

children slaughter etc.! This man how is for sure the source of my defamation and the Police refuse 

any help against this man. The prosecutor in Cologne close quickly the case and files of his menace to 

me. I explain that police officer at this afternoon that he became a murder of himself. The police and 

the justice do not want doing anything against this man? A more then strange behave and force once 

more a possible connection from Torsten to any officials like some from the justice, authorities, 

police, STASI or government!   

Seems Torsten and the other murder have a good friendship to some police officer, or authorities or 

the STASI and probably with the justice, maybe in Düsseldorf!? Maybe there is a very special 

friendship to the police in Neuss to Mr. Leier!? This point of view have for sure an entitlement! 

  

One thing that I find remarkable on this was:  

After this refusal for any help I told them I will this mention in my book and report! 

http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#lugner
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#lugner
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#justiz
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/kumpa1_17074_w_husler.pdf
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#lugner
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Police officer Gösler directly ask me in which “language” will be published this book/report! 

Here is a next matching point! A similar interest like this STASI-Officer 2014 he want check my laptop 

of any files I wrote my book and/or reports!  

Means both, police and STASI are very interesting of this what I will write down in this topic and story! 

Because when I write that in a other language like German then will be other nation  get knowledge 

over the “grey leave” and the story behind this mass murder crime! 

 

The hints are to many to ignore! To many to see not clear! Some of the police and the STASI are have 

the order from the government to try anything to prevent that this what was there happened since 

1963, specially this what was 1971, following this actionful time in the 90 th. This whats is matter with 

the “grey leave” and this mass murder crime to hiding! 

 

On the end, I reqonise that Torsten send all this messages to me from his working place “Goodyear-

Tire/Cologne”! I mention to Torsten that he must be on his working place and send all his threat from 

there. Just in this moment he cancel his Facebook account! For sure in the hope that our 

conversation will not be verify after delete his account! 

 

After I am back in China I call this company and told them what was matter. The superior from 

Torsten H. (I record this conversation with this personal manager!) explain me that this company 

allow her employee mail and chat during here working time! Torsten send threats of violence during 

his working time and this company allow that!? No check, no investigation what was there really 

matter!? 

On this point I need officaly call and ask this company Goodyear/Germany to investigate this! I 

reaped it again. There employee Torsten Häusler is a murder helper and from his I got knowledge 

from a murder of a children. He did send clear violent threats over Facebook during his working time 

in this company! And his chief officer did not find any wrong in this?? Amazing! He told me 

forwarding that his employee Torsten Häusler will be find a lawyer and forbidden me to call them 

again. Means his superior support Torsten blindly without any deeper check…!?  

Now more then 2 years are gone and like I forecast there is and will be no lawyer! 

 

When Torsten Häusler and the others are be innocence of this terrible accusation I abuse them, why 

he did not call a lawyer like a lot of people do it in Germany! Germans like to find a lawyer for any 

small bullshit and go to court with! Why there all together do not find a lawyer against  this all? A 

good question that need no answer, right!?  

 

31) 2013 in the office of the lawyer ask this spy how i find out that there is an intercept device 

installed? Forwarding, after they menace to violent my children somebody from them say to his 

colleague “you are mad to say this. You forget he have a memory like 10 elephant calling Hawkins”! 

This was a hint! After I remember I find out what the meaning behind! 

Even a hint for the lawyer and here assistant to remember this issue. Second this sentence is 

something that have his source and reason to the time in the 90th. At this time i working a lot for and 

with the police in Dormagen! This what this guy did say have a directly line backward to this time. 

This means that direct straight to the same STASI, the same people. ~15 years later the same topic 

and behave! A never ending story! Even in China they try to spy me!  

In this case firstly I suspected the police that they are this institution who did spy me. But after 2014 

and more forwarding remembering’s, that what this STASI officer did tell me did change my idea! The 

STASI in behave of the German government himself is behind all and all the time! 

And yes, I have an eidetic memory! So I am remember anything in detail and with this I am able to 
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write all this what you read here. 

 

32) Audio file:  Germans free way of live.mp3 or https://yadi.sk/d/x5Awr5143EwWbJ or 

http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Germans%20free%20way%20of%20live.mp3  

In this puzzle what I assemble is one more important piece. In the first view looks that inconspicuous 

but after I think that over I recognize his important value!  

The meeting on the street with the vice-major of the city Dormagen on 2011 together with my sister 

Margot together!  

Remarkable that he realize me and my sister Margot although I never ever meeting him before! My 

sister say the same that she never ever meet this man before.  

That means he must have some knowledge what make him able on the first view and meeting to 

realize me and my sister!  

This means even he must have detailed knowledge and information about all over this crime story! 

Similar to a lot other of the locals in Zons, Dormagen and around.  

He confirm this knowledge and expectation in this way that he did suggest me “when there is 

anything to handle then I should go to them”! A bold statement! 

What is it what he did mean with this? What I have to handle he have obviously knowledge from!?  

I did come for one reason and this third class politician knows about from that he can suggest me like 

this?! That is in fact something what can calls “amazing”!  

 

In fact there is was only one thing to handle for that my sister did travel to me and inform me about 

and I travel a year later to here for the same reason! This is this crime what she did in that our 

brother did involve here and on this hang the murdering from dozens of children since the early 70th! 

There is no doubt what this man did mean. Only one question is leaving! Why did this vice-mayor of 

the city named Dormagen on 2011 give me this suggestion? What is his purpose behind? With this 

hardcore crime I should go to a 3rd class political of a small city? What is that for habit and fashion?  

Not to the police, not to justice? With this terrible crime story i should go to this small city politician? 

He or his political party is an address to handle murder crime? Seems there must something behind 

what need to be explained from this party! But when you ask them he do not want give an answer!  

 

That in Zons, Dormagen and around a lot of people know about this matter is a fact. This proof me 

2014 once more some people on my visit in Dormagen. On this street I meet some people I know 

from the past time. I woman join our meeting with some people I know from my time before in China 

and ask me that I come because of my brother and his apartment? Then she say to me and in front of 

three other people “leave him alone…”! An elder woman, she know me from the past. She must 

know my brother Kurt and the story behind and of course what is matter with his apartment! I 

wonder, I stay only 15 minute in Dormagen and then this statement from this woman she have even 

knowledge from this apartment thin g between me and my brother!  

Unequivocal this woman wanted let me know something what is for sure the same meaning and 

content like this vice-mayor 3 years before. Matching and fit to this what 2011 Tomas Nussbaum -34- 

wonted let me understand in this bar in front of two police officer! 

Or in other words: 

This locals want hiding this crime in they are dozens of children are rape and find here painful terrible 

death! Obviously is that for them no big thing and handle this like a traffic accident. Unbelievable! 

This only for the reputation of our lovely little village!  

Or in other words: We don’t care how much children find in our little beautiful city here death, rape 

and murder, cutting and bury! We don’t care how they did die! We don’t care how much are die…! 

We don’t care that in our city are living mass murder of children!  

CrimeAudioEng/Germans%20free%20way%20of%20live.mp3
https://yadi.sk/d/x5Awr5143EwWbJ
http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Germans%20free%20way%20of%20live.mp3
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#burgermeister
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#helfer
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#_341
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For the reputation of our village we stay in front of them and hide them, care them, protect them 

that the reputation of our city became no harm! 

 

Means: Some of this locals are able step over dead children bodies and washing her hands in children 

blood. There are willing to accept a mass murder in his line only for the image and reputation of their 

little small village!  

The meaning behind is nothing else like this vice–mayor and all that other people want there please 

and suggest me to keep silence over this and hiding all! For nothing else then a national proud and 

reputation in a social community. For nothing else like a nice picture and fancy imagination for some 

old city walls! Most obviously is here patriotism overacted and misunderstood in a way that have  a 

link in Germany a history which is not so long past but plain to see awake and alive!  

That deserve to point the finger on this people and call him: NAZI! 

That is it what this vice–major wanted to suggest me to go with this topic to them! 

And this shows us some more: “This is for sure also a political motivated story”! 

2014 I got the information that Kurt, Margot… walking over that market in Zons like never ever 

something was matter! Means in this country, in this area, in this city are the children murder 

honorable people! 

 

33) This ridicules investigation from the attorney Kuma in Düsseldorf speaks the same language like I 

describe in point 32! Fit and equal matching in all that story begin in the 60 th. 

But there is one more thing! Wilma, the wife of my brother “Kurt the Opener”!  

During the time i living in Dormagen I heard this the first time. The nickname of my brother Kurt! 

“Kurt the Opener”! The opener of children vaginas! It was Torsten Häusler his adopted son inform 

me about for what he get this nickname! 2010 Margot mention this and remember me this! 

 

We coming up to my last meeting with ”Wilma”, Kurt’s wife, on 2011. At this time she suffering 

cancer. By that meeting she told me that she believe that she must go at first while she did over all 

this years say nothing. That are be her word she told me on 2011 and she mention what was there 

for trouble the last years because the incident while there was find again neglected foreign children 

in this small city. AGAIN…! 

She remind me that I have to care that all and opens me that she retain a letter for me that have 

here sister in hand. I did inform the police about because I guess there will be a written confession! 

On 2014 I try to find Wilma’s sister of but I failed because the time was to tide.  

I did inform the police in Neuss about! The question is, why did the police in Neuss under the  

patronage of attorney Kumpa not look for this letter? What is with this letter? I never hear about 

anything! Will this be ignored or may this will be hidden like anything at all?  Wilma told me she left 

me a letter! Where is this letter? I say here when now people say there is no letter then is that a 

clear proof that this letter is remove and hiding like other things what hints and link to that crime and 

what was matter on 1971. Because Wilma was one of this person she saw it with here own eye. She 

told me that she wrote here experience in this letter and she did give me a secret hint that Kurt do 

not see that she probably wrote a confession in this letter, too. That is not so far and wrote this on 

2013 in a report, only 2 years after I meet here. I remember that very clear and nobody need tell me 

that this is was not happened. When somebody will tell me this was not happened then he must 

have a good reason for that. 

At least make that clear there this is something strange in this investigation. 

On this you can easy recognize that here in this investigation from the police , in main in Neuss, under 

the superior attorney Kuma, in the justice department in Düsseldorf/Germany run anything very very 

wrong and strange!  

http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/kumpa1_17074_w_husler.pdf
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See: http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf, Textmarke: Ich besuchte Wilma (RIP) die schwer an Krebs 

-- and --  

http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#helfer, Textmarke: Wie z.B. Frau N. aus Horrem) 

 

But is seems the German justice and the government do not care about and accept this. Of course 

they will and want not care about this possible proof. Because they what hiding this crime and with 

this crime what Germany did do in this case. This what a Chinese businessman 2008 in a Hotel near 

by the city named Kitzingen mentioned on way to visit Andi E.:  

“You betrayed your own savior”! Even Erika did have knowledge from and told that to Margot in 

2010. 

Germany are be the thief of the “grey leave”! This “grey leave” as a proof that probably did change 

anything. A fraud on the entire human race! 

34) On 2016-05-05 my wife got a treat on here mobile phone! I inform the police in 

Beijing/Changping Dist. about his threat. I am 99% sure this is a threat coming from Germany! I 

inform the justice in Germany. After ~2 month I got a message, of course like all the time and 

absolute all in this case, the German justice in Düsseldorf can, or doen’t want, do nothing about! 

I have here in China no enemy, even I do not know so much people here. This threat even come in 

this time when I started with more action and intensity the investigation of this crime! Attorney 

Kuma/Düsseldorf valuation is that this threat is not relevant! Matching like all in is matter of 

investigation! 

 

35) Over the years, from time to time, was found in and around the city of Zons unkempt lost foreign 

children’s! I remember clearly, there was once a situation at our house with Anke H.! Here only so far 

(on a other place the complete story) that I beat Gerd Allard sitting in his car, lean out from the 

window to look at me. I go to them and beat his neck this hard that he was awry tend to the right 

side and nearly unable to drive this car. This was on this time when Gerd A. must have Children ready 

for the “Blood-Red-Children-Killer-Party, but depend on this injury this party cannot be celebrated. I 

did beat him this strong that he was unable to do anything!  

Two days later running and was found a group of unkempt lost foreign children’s around the city of 

Zons! In this way I save the life of this children! Some weeks later Kurt told me this…! 

But what I want explain is that some days after I bear Gerd came  Anke H. and shouting me about 

while I beat Gerd so hard and prevent here next “Children-killer-party”. Here revenge was that she 

descript to me what she will do the next time when Gerd did buy the next group of children…! 
(See: http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#margot, Textmarke: Anke hatte sich den „Allienschrei“     – and --  

http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf, Textmarke: In Bezug zu dem was ca. 2001). 

 

2011 my old neighbor told me that ~2003/04 was again founded a group of unkempt foreign 

children’s in and around Zons! That means the “Blood-Red-Children-Parties” of Gerd Allard, Kurt 

Häusler, Anke Häusler and Torsten Häusler was going on when I leave Germany to China. This means 

even that Rolf Totzke produce in the 2000 th years again his “Strychnine-Drug”! Matching that Detlef 

Kowalewski visit me on 2003 in Beijing (see point 9) and did bring a chemical-formula! The chemical- 

formula of this “Strychnine” drug! 

 

My neighbor from my childhood time, Margot Koch, Wilma Häusler, Kurt’s wife Wilma and Regine 

Koch told me that Kurt, Anke, with Kurt’s daughter Sandra running beginning 2000th around in Zons 

and freely threating some people like “this guy we catch this night…”! There find that very funny! 

Matching that during my time I living first in Cologne-Worringen, later then in Stolberg/Venwegen 

some people come to me that I need go back to Zons and care this matter! But I did not because on 

this time after my divorce living in Dormagen I try anything to convince the justice in Düsseldorf, but 

http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#helfer
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#andi
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/intensity.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zons
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#margot
http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf
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they ignore anything like he do it today.  

During this time I am away this murder feel free and like I heard ~10 years after they use this time of 

my absence. I head also that the police, the judge, the authorities did do nothing and let them doing!  

In this way and since the time when Günter Ohl. (see point 25) screaming early the 70th what he did 

see as witness. In this the blood of that children glue on the hand of the police and the justice!  

 

On that occurrence we have now an idea why that vice-major of the city Dormagen (see point 32), the 

STASI and some locals are so eager to hiding all of this. Because there all did do nothing expect 

locking only, spread rumors, gossip and talk bullshit about and defamation me in China!  

That was and is the only effort from the locals in this town! I need mention not each single of this 

locals and not the complete police and justice but a lot.  

 

36) Audio file: Point 36 37 38 Skull Collection.mp3 or https://yadi.sk/d/J1-4cTpI3Ewevr or 

http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point%2036%2037%2038%20Skull%20Collection.mp3  

2011 when I came to Zons and search for a Internet access. First I did go to the “Schloss-Hotel” and 

there I meet the same police officer-lady which was 3 years before in Beijing in the Hong Jiao Market 

to meet me! She recognize me and ask me about that meeting in Beijing…!  

She wanted that I have a look while some times before there was searching for a secret apartment of 

Gerd Allard in this Hotel! Later I remember what she did mean! She is right! There is in fact a secret 

apartment in the basement of the “Schloss-Hotel in Zons”! 

 

Me my self was once in this apartment when this building was under construction! Detelf Kowalewski 

lift me with a rope down. Anybody should ask them about. Will he say that is not thru then he will lie. 

In this way he betrayed himself that he will save his business partner Gerd Allard! In his order he 

came to China to produce this “Strychnine” drug in China. Gerd Allard and Detelf Kowalewski, a 

dreadful and deadly friendship and team over all this years. 

This police officer in the Hotel spoke about a collection of drinking vessels made from the skulls of 

the dead children! Later I remember my friend, a woman named Ulrike H., end of the 90th she did 

mention this skull-collection to me! Even in this time, ~15-18 years before was this rumor alive that 

Gerd Allard have a collection of skulls as drinking vessels! Like a chain-reaction leads me my 

remembering to my sister in law Anita Häusler! Margot told me in Beijing “don’t forget Anita” the 

wife of Peter! That leads me to some family meetings and this what Anita did say there…! Is seems 

urgently that even Anita Häusler, the wife form my brother Peter, is in this involved in this crime! 

Nearly my whole family!  

Forwarding leads me this to an incident, one or two years before i divorce from my wife. 

Unannounced we visit my brother Kurt on Christmas. There was a bucket near the toilet door. My 

elder daughter touch it. When we are home she told me that she was belief there was a skull in this 

bucket. Immediately I did call the police… of course they come to later like all the time before! After 

new year my brother Kurt came to us and shouting hardly about because on Christmas I send him the 

police to his home and confess me that there was in fact a skull in the bucket! So, no doubt, no 

mistake! It is a matter of fact, in this Hotel is in the basement is a hidden room or apartment and 

there are for sure this drinking vessels collection of the dead skulls from the murdered children! And 

even this have a background story i will tell at a other place…!  
(See: http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#gerd, Textmark: Die -23- „Trinkgefäße Sammlung“   -- and -- 

http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf, Textmark: Mein erster Gedanke war im Schloss-Hotel zu fragen -- and --  

Die „Trinkgefäße-Sammlung“ dazu fand ich“ -- and -- Die Wohnung im Schlosshotel, ein illegaler -- and -- Anita erwähnte 

dass Kurt sie ab) 
 

37) This hidden apartment for Gerd Allard. His father arrange that because he forcast him that he will 

http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#burgermeister
CrimeAudioEng/Point%2036%2037%2038%20Skull%20Collection.mp3
https://yadi.sk/d/J1-4cTpI3Ewevr
http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Point%2036%2037%2038%20Skull%20Collection.mp3
http://www.friedestrom.de/
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#gerd
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#anita
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#gerd
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#_232
http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf
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once need a place where he can hole up! That means, there is an illegal construction in this “Schloss-

Hotel” in Zons! I inform the authorizes in Dormagen about! Is there anything going on about? When 

not then we have here a next strong hint that the authorities in Zons/Dormagen/Neuss/Düsseldorf 

are involved and prevent a investigation about!  

 

38) Three police man and one police Lady are coming to Beijing to the “Hong Qiao Market“ and 

wanted “catch me”.  I forgot the year but it must around 2007-2008! 
(See: http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf, Textmark: Der Schauplatz ebenfalls im Hongqiao Market)! 

This means there are three policeman and a police lady there actually come from Germany to China 

to talk with me! There are fail to “catch” me so this meeting was not proceed! I mention again! There 

wanted “catch” me to ask me some questions. Maybe the management from the Hong Qiao Market 

and/or the police in Beijing save the recording from! 

On 2011 (See point 36) this police Lady recognize me and ask me about what was in Beijing in the 

“Hong Qiao Market“ matter…! (See: http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf,  Das war die Überleitung zu 

einer anderen Begebenheit) 

 

39) My sister Margot Koch/Zons told me in Beijing in my apartment and i front of here friend Erika 

Mayer in here house, I think this should be recorded. Margot repeat that 2011 in front of my brother 

Kurt and even this should be recorded. So, minimum on one of this two records is a recording from! 

She reaped that 2011 by the meeting by her daughter Regine and in front her son in law Christian 

Janosch  (should Christian and Regine Janosch describe this as not thru then they lie for a good 

reason!).  

Margot told all the same story, that she was invited from Germany Chancellor “Angela Merkel” to 

Berlin to meeting here! Like Margot say was the reason that Mrs. Merkel wanted talk over me. At 

first I did not believe here! I guess Margot will tell me a fake story. But after she mention the reason 

why she was invited. This was something what was happened by the funeral of my Friend Peter 

Surmann! But even from this I was not really confident to believe here his story. Because she living 

near the place where is Peter’s grave. It can be happened that some from the locals told as gossip 

what was there matter. 

But after Margot did mention what was happened with a door when i visit with my Chinese wife the 

government building on 2005 in Berlin. For sure this she cannot get knowledge from because this  

was far from her home in Berlin and for sure this will not run as gossip around to so far. Margot told 

me that Mrs. Merkel did telling here this matter with that door. Margot descript this so clear and 

colorful that it sounds that she was really in Berlin and did meet Mrs. Merkel! On other side why 

should she telling this when it is not a true to me and others!? When she wanted tell a lie, for what 

reason? 

 

With this information and the way she descript me some details she make me believe that she was 

really invited from Angela Merkel! Is this really true or not that is to investigate. I telling here only 

this what Margot did tell me and my thinking over. What was really matter  this need at best Mrs. 

Merkel by here self. But is seems more yes the no! When Margot really was invited from Mr. Merkel  

then means that Angela Merkel invited a children-murder while this meeting must after 2005 

because I was with my wife the first time in Berlin at 2005. L ike i get the knowledge, this what 

Margot confess me 2010 in Beijing, must be around ~2003/04 be happened. 

This Mrs. Merkel do not want have any knowledge over this crime what is in this  area around Zons 

talking the people in Shops…!? Unbelievable! But this is a hint to this that this children are be scarify 

to hiding anything and save this Germany scientist who are at least the reason for all for his 

consequences.  

http://www.friedestrom.de/
http://www.friedestrom.de/
http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf
http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#margot
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#Tat
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Matching to, once my friend Walter Baum, living in Beijing, ask me I like to meet Angela Merkel? At 

this time she was for a official visit in China. I did not go, I was not interested to meeting here. But my 

friend did go for me! This is fit and matching to this what Margot did tell me! But why and for what 

topic invite the Germany Chancellor A. Merkel my sister Margot Koch to Berlin?  

 

No matter why, but this make sure that the government in Berlin knows about what was matter 

especially in the 90th that they invite Margot to talk about. Then is the line from the threat 2013 in 

the office from the lawyer to the government in Berlin a fact and all orders to spy and watch me, 

frighten me, offer me money etc. seems straight is from Berlin!  

Then in Berlin there will also for sure knowledge over Kurt, Anke and Gerd and here murder hobby 

and accepted this!? Then is the effort an order from the government in Berlin to hiding what was on 

1971 and this justice scandal of mass murder on children! 

 

 

40) On 2016-09-16 I got the information that my crime-report and the case is laid down and no 

investigation will follow! End of this topic and justice case like many times before!  

New possibilities or not, new member, new facts, new situation! We have here the same like more 

then 40 years before! Almost no investigation and when a investigation was starting this runs similar 

like this farce on 2013-2016! 3 Years for NULL and nothing! This have nothing to with legal and 

formal justice. Here is something what need investigate! It seems strongly that some from the 

authorities, police, justice and politician are involved and urgently want that nothing from this come 

on light from. Maybe because then we will find some people there are share the same passion like 

Kurt, Anke and Gerd!? 

 

I announce a complaining by the higher cout in Düsseldorf and let them check the work of attorney 

Kumpa, justice in Düsseldorf. But even the higher court in Germany confirm this farce of investigation 

as nothing that need to decision and confirm that his work from this attorney Kumpa is fully OK and 

have no wrong or fail (see point 24)! 

See this ridiculous farce of investigation and the report from of attorney Kumpa/Düsseldorf: 

http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/kumpa1_17074_w_husler.pdf  

I need mention again, in this investigation and at least in this report are this people I suspect as 

murders there are in this the testify! Me myself I am the accuser, in the investigation from attorney 

Kumpa I am the perpetrator! This what they did on investigation is not legal! 

 

And even the high cord did check that and access this as well for good! 
(See: http://bestofchina.eu/Polizei_2014.pdf, Page 10, Textmark: 31.08.2015, Der Entscheid …) 

Unbelievable! This want calls himself as justice? Or is there exact this what I suspected even in the 

80th and 90th and became here is confirmation! There want hide this all while some of this people 

are involved!? 

A 10 years old child will confirm that this decision is no more than a bad joke. Plain to see that by far 

anything is here run very wrong and in the direction anything is very wrong with the justice in 

Düsseldorf! 

 

I need mention, never ever was the chance to catch this murder better then now. In this 

constellation with that crime on 2003/04 in that is now Christian Janosch and Jörn Elsenbruch plus 

the girlfriend of Jörn Elsenbruch plus this friend Andi Engel is involved you can read in my  explain in 

my introduction.  

In this case, in this justice department in Düsseldorf / Germany is something very strange and not in 

http://bestofchina.eu/Polizei%20Dormagen_Anzeige_10_06_2015.pdf
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/kumpa1_17074_w_husler.pdf
http://bestofchina.eu/Polizei_2014.pdf
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#christian
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#jorn
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#jorn
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#andi
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#szenario
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#szenario
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the way of a “legal and serious” justice. The whole story and now this investigation make that 

suspicion now and today as a fact! 

 

I will start my own investigation begin 2017 in Germany. Is then something happened with me I call 

and please you here for help.  

 

Result: 

Audio file:  Point 1 to 40.mp2 or https://yadi.sk/d/OvI_Q0Tf3Etxc3 

(all single recordings in one recording) 

40 indications and it will be easy to add double and triple! 

Anybody who read this report carful must be confess that this follows all a sober logic!  

On the most points are designate testifier, or there should files from police investigations etc., so 

each point can be proof in any way! 

On this all what I wrote here is plain to see that the Germany STASI in behave from the Germany 

government try, sometimes in old fashion Nazi behave, to hiding this crime I describe and introduce 

here. On that is something hanging what was matter in 1971 what I want not mix to much in this 

topic bat unfortunately hang that inseparable together. 

On all of this details what I explain and describe I swear for any court that this is the full true! This 

what here in this files is describe is no doubt to recognize that the Germany 

government/authorities/justice/locals… try with anything he can to hiding this all.  

And that minimum since 1973! 

I mention here again that me and me myself, saw with my very own eye twice dead children 

bodies!  

Listen for this: Dead Blond Girl.mp3 or https://yadi.sk/d/eNXC3n7C3EtpDx or 

http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Dead Blond Girl.mp3 

 

There is no other logical explanation possible and highly probably that the Germany government 

and/or the justice himself did tolerate this murder series of Kurt and Anke Häusler and Gerd Allard!  

Me, I was over all the years the interrupter, the trouble maker who want clarity this case. In this I 

was somebody who needs to tranquilize. For them I am an enemy and interrupted me that I will not 

find out what is behind all and never bring this to public. They was a huge investigation in time and 

effort to calm me down, make me silence all over this years.  

On 2014 was a scientist in my Hotel to talk with me. When I am tol d him that it is my wish and order 

that this “gray leave” send to china he was nearly on crying with the word “then all will know what 

was matter”! Afraid over this what this German scientist in help from the German government make 

fault over faults with a huge meaning what need explain at a other place. But this scientist is aware 

over this and his emotion shows clear that he fear the consequences what even the huge effort over 

all this time explains!  

This crime and the murder are all living and doing here murder-hobby  in the city named “Zons am 

Rhein”. A small village between Cologne and Düsseldorf. There in and around this village must be 

helper and helfers-helper in this crime over all the years! And for sure, minimum one, police-officer 

named “Leier” from the police department in the city calls “Neuss am Rhein” a city very close to 

Düsseldorf, is involved in this crime story. I am very sure about because I got a unequivocal hint from 

a college from Police officer “Mr. Leier”. I saw what I saw and I saw police officer Leier with Gerd 

Allard together what I did even announced to police at the 90 th. Plus with that what I did remember 

what was during the years what especially starting in ~middle the 80th! With this is there no doubt.  

Audio%20eng/Point%201%20to%2040.mp2
https://yadi.sk/d/OvI_Q0Tf3Etxc3
CrimeAudioEng/Dead%20Blond%20Girl.mp3
https://yadi.sk/d/eNXC3n7C3EtpDx
http://tattoonet.org/CrimeAudioEng/Dead%20Blond%20Girl.mp3
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In this circumstances the police in Neuss have a straight connect and relation to the justice in 

Düsseldorf. All of this what is matter in this area Zons/Dormagen/Neuss is the legal in Düsseldorf.  

This very same police department in Neuss did do the investigation for the same justice department 

in Düsseldorf I suspect urgently that they are some pedophile or corruptive involved in this crime  

minimum since middle the 80th!  

 

When we look to other pedophile crime stories… this is more or less “usually”. In UK is a suit there 

are police, judge, justice, political people etc. involve! Means this will be not the first time that 

around the high society are many people are involved…! Seems we have here some equal! This 

explain even why the justices have no intention to investigate deeper in this crime.  

 

The suspicion  that the Court/Justice/Police/Politician etc. are be since long time involved in this 

crime and hold here hand over Kurt, Anke and Gerd! Imagine! There was found a bag of dead 

children body’s opposite the house of Gerd Allard! 

The justice in Düsseldorf did do nothing!  

Some years later was found a cutting children finger directly in front of the door from Kurt’s 

apartment! And again the justice in Düsseldorf did do nothing!  

All my reports, especially in the 90 th to the police and justice as somebody how stay so close together 

tom them. The justice did never really notice that.  

Wilma the wife from Kurt wanted confess. Torsten wanted in a approver program and even tells 

some experience to me and from mew to the justice. Nothing…!  

Minimum 4 time running unkempt lost foreign children around this small village Zons! From the 

police or justice following nothing! 

Now we have recording from my sister in there she accuse here self as murder of a child in the 

apartment from my brother Kurt! One of her intention she came to Beijing to tell me all that even 

she wants in a approver program. There is a record in China, similar a record one year later in Zons!  

Here in this file I  are 40 points…  

To anybody who read and listen the record!  

Think that over in a sober logic way, plain and unemotional. What further logic can explain that the 

justice in Germany Düsseldorf did do nothing at all over all the years until now?  

 

The only thought can be: There in the justice in Düsseldorf is something very very strange and need 

carful investigate! And I wonder why never ever before anybody say that loud enough that may 

starts a investigation!  

Now is time for that! Urgently needs check this justice, court, political… people in Düsseldorf!  

 

This suspect become on 2013/14 new plain substance! There are now new facts, new situation, new 

opportunities. Never a better chance to catch this criminals on today and the justice in Düsseldorf 

doing again nothing like this ridiculous investigation! On top of this all since 2010/11 some people 

told me that there are be manipulation on justice/police data/files! Even two police office told me 

that! 

Is seems so obviously, so easy and plain to recognize that there are some they “do not want” doing 

anything in this crime in there are for sure ~100-150 children be sadistic killed!  

“Under this circumstances” have to be start a investigation!?  

That is it for what I wrote this file and made the recordings. By my self will starting this investigation 

and go for that to Germany. It can be happened that this people, this justice I suspect want hold me 

back from this. 

 

https://www.welt.de/vermischtes/article149683161/Selbst-die-Polizisten-nannten-sie-kleine-Nutten.html
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/kumpa1_17074_w_husler.pdf
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/text.html#justiz
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/kumpa1_17074_w_husler.pdf
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This means when I will disturb or interrupt in this aim. Or even arrested, lost, injure, killed then 

you know why. Then you have with this files a clear and straight hint. Then I please you here again 

make that public that the rest of the words looking to Germany and ask them what was the matter 

in topic of this crime and also with that topic from where that “gray leave” did come from!?  

 

There is a urgent suspect that the german government  over here National Security = STASI in order 

of the german government consciously and knowingly hold the hand over that murder-trio Kurt, 

Anke, and Gerd Allard and the helper Torsten and Sandra Häusler in here crime mass murdering of 

children.  

It seems urgent that it is a fact that the justice in Düsseldorf all over the years prevent that this killer 

never will catch, stend to court and get punished for here cruelties!  

It seems urgent that german is able his “Masterhuman” behaves there are willing to sacrifice this 

children to keep all secret! There is no doubt that it is exactly like i describe it here! 

Until from 2013-2016 the justice in Germany/Düsseldorf have no intention and interesting to 

investigate this crime in the same manner like 40 years before! 

 

Beijing on 2017-03-03, Wolfgang  Häusler, “Wolfi from Zons”  

 

 

 

 

 

Some additional summary: 

 

Gerd Allard and his father Walter Allard and here Building Company  

Walter Allard, the father of Gerd Allard confess me by him self that he spend near a million Mark to 

pay his son Gerd Allard free from the responsebilty for the murder of Rosanna Goldsmith/USA! 1 

million German Mark (Mark was the currency in Germany at this time). Only for lawyer and judge fee. 

Impossible! Here is a clear hint what did Walter tells me with this. 

Walter my good friend and like he did say it even middle the 90th “my father”! To Walter bandage me 

a special and deep relation. Not the physical father but like he was all the time like a father to me.  

Pay 1 million D-Mark for Gerd his son to free him from all justice responsibility. 1 million D-Mark was 

a number of money at this time that shows you very rich. 1 million can not only for lawyer fee, court 

fee etc.!  

That what was there going on at this time was and is corruption, until today!  

Who believes here in random is a jerk or want believe it. That this crime is untouched from justice 

and court is no random, fail or miss on hints or proofs. Corruption on high level will be here the 

motivation. I saw with my very own eye when Walter stay on the shell at this Hotel when it was 

under construction and give an man from the authorities money who was coming to check this 

construction site. While there was setup in the basement something what was not draw in the 

architecture plans and all work was stopped! 

A hidden apartment for his son Gerd for that was bring a truck a very large trough because they 

building foundation was that deep for the apartment in the basement that they get problem with the 

ground water. For this needed this trough! 

Later I heard a rumor that Walter did buy a like a “magic trick”. Anything that hiding the entry to  this 

hidden apartment fit to 2011 when I am in the hotel and this police Lady suddenly say “wo kommt 

der den so plötzlich her (from where is he come so suddenly!)! This may explain that they never find 
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this apartment. In the construction drawing you will not find anything about, that’s for sure! 

 

It need to ask in witch way earn Walter this huge money? Zons, Dormagen and around is small village. 

This construction Company was and is a family business. A small company in a small village!  

Is seems and I expect very urgent when this will deeper investigate there is much more behind.  

 

Near a million was at this time a very huge amount of money. At need to ask in what way he became 

this rich? Even after he earn millions to by in Zons the location “Volksgarten” and rebuild it. Opposite 

he setup a Hotel. In Dormagen he build a shopping mall. All of this are in a small village and far from 

a fruitful success location or business!  

  

Today the police/justice in Neuss and Düsseldorf pretend that they is no files or any information 

anywhere over this crime to a young USA lady Rosanna Goldsmith. Or they is in fact no files anymore 

while this files are be is removed!? Because this suspicion that the officer “Leier” in Neuss and maybe 

some other in the justice in Düsseldorf are be high corrupt and/or pedophile have after all this his 

legitimacy! 

 

That the justice in Düsseldorf did nothing in this murder crime of Rosanna Goldsmith at 1972 is only 

the very first step in that crime story! 

In this saw Gerd Allard himself as confirmed and encouraged that with money he can buy anything. 

Anything, like he told it me more then once. Even with money can buy free from a crime of murder! 

With the money from his father he was confident he can murder again to satisfaction his kind 

madness what he shows me actually in our childhood time. His “hobby” was killing animals and open 

the body to looking in. I saw it may times by my own as little boy and later as teenager. Fit in this 

what following later he join Kurt and Anke for that I spend all this time and effort to inform you here 

about! 

 

Some beside and behind… 

Kurt and Anke Häusler plus Gerd Allard! This three “pleasure-killer” started here career together on 

ca. 1974. “Günter Ohligsschläger” (see point 25) in front of his friend “Herbert Rasselnberg” scream 

that out what there did with children! Together they are the biggest mass murder what probably 

Germany as ever seen. This is it what the locals and the government are afraid for that people ask 

them how that can be? Actually in this small village and nobody want recognize anything? Doing 

anything against expect me the brother of Kurt what the justice did not care about!? They fear this 

kind of questions…! 

But even that is by far not all!  

 

After the murdering of Rosanna Goldsmith there was a next young lady there lost her live what have 

a direct responsibility to Gerd Allard. The death of my girlfriend Meiling from Vietnam!  

 

The next in the line of the death of young woman in this small village with the name “Zons am Rhein” 

in there are be murder located until today.  Gerd Allard with his friend “Detlef Kowalewski / 

Tattoostudio Chorusline in Dormagen” (D. Kowalewski was even involved in the murder of Rosanna 

Goldsmith) have the direct responsibility for the death of an another young woman! Marlou Keltjens 

/ Netherland! Again and again the German justice in Düsseldorf did do nothing!  

NOTHING until today on 2017. 

 

Or, all that what was during I lived with my family in Stürzelberg. Working with the police together on 

this. There was neighbors there get knowledge from etc. 
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Then after i divorce and living alone in Dormagen. My effort with and in the police, the justice in 

Düsseldorf. Lot time I talk with some justice attorney over this crime with none result! After I went to 

Aachen, like I did explained, then they use the opportunities while here watchdog was away. Bloody 

children party without any fear from here watchdog…!  

 

What is with that rumor I head from 4 different people during my travel in Germany that there is 

something manipulation on the police/justice files.  What is fit like somebody told me on today some 

files can not to find anymore! 

 

In the middle of the 90th the STASI give my Vietnam girlfriend a fake medicament that she will not 

pregnant from me. Why? This question is open until today!  

This is a cruel secret from the Germany STASI! This and all other need to hide, even with force! Even 

with a threat to violent my children! This action link to a special German history we all know from…!  

This means after all that the habitation of German in this way did not change! Not in the 70th, not in 

the 90th and not until 2014th! By my departure 2014 in Cologne back to China warning me a young 

man when I do not give them what they want then when I am next time with my wife in Germany 

they will kill here! There was more than 20 people around they listen that…! 

 

 

2005/07 nearly my wife an me was killt. This was the main point to inform the police and let them 

starting an investigation. (See: http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf, Page 90, Textmark: Ich bin Ende 2005 

zusammen mit meiner Frau dorthin gereist…). Because on this hooks not only this matter with Jörn 

Elsenbruch in Erkelenz. On that is hanging ~ 40 years children mass murdering! What did the justice? 

Nothing at all! Like all the time! Normal business in Germany! Try kill foreign like Chinese need no 

investigation at all. Or in which meaning and sense we have this to understand?! 

On the record in the apartment from Margot did Kurt this mention “James Manson is nothing against 

him…”! 

 

Now let us count! Jörn Elsenbruch, Christian Janosch, Regine Janosch, Marion Koch, Anita Häusler, 

Sandra Pirolli, Torsten Häusler, Anke Häusler, Gerd Allard and Kurt Häusler, Margot Koch, Detlef 

Kowalewski plus  a lot of helper and helper and helpers-helper. 

All of them are be murder or be involved in a murder crime and all from them are free people! 

This is Germany and his justice!? A legal and justifiable question!? The answer on this is still open! 

No doubt, look this report from attorney Kumpa/Düsseldorf and you will still recognize that they 

have not interesting on a investigation in this crime story!  

This sadistic killed children are all from east European like I get knowledge from. Even this did Kurt 

mention on that record on 2011. My wife is Chinese! Rosanna was from USA. Marlou was from 

Netherland and Meiling was from Vietnam…! All none German. I guess, may that is the reason while 

the justice did do nothing…!?  

 

The next thing is, when I leave Germany on 2001. Suddenly runs a rumor in Germany around that I 

suddenly I mutate to a pedophile and doing business in China like “human trafficking”!  

My friend Ralf M. visit me on 2003 and told about but I did not take that as serious because I was 

well known in Germany and that sounds this absurd. At this time nobody did know where I am in 

China! Even my children not! Who wanted know what I did do far in China. So I did not care this 

rumor for serious! 

Only 2010 when my sister visit me and report and told me from all I began to understand! 

http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/anklageschrift.html
http://bestofchina.eu/Margot2010inPeking.pdf
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/anklageschrift.html
http://bestofchina.eu/anklageschrift/anklageschrift.html
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Only then I did really realize that I was all the time under observation!  

Margot told me from the young woman I did help to carry here luggage in the subway. Over this she 

have had detailed information about! I was amazed and astonished! That was the moment I wake up! 

So, this was not only a rumor that was a real observation what is started and order from German to 

the Chinese authorities/justice.  

Only from whom got Margot, far away in Germany, knowledge over this thing what was at least 

something even “by the way”! Even this “by the way” that I did not tell my wife. Actually to nobody!  

But Margot did know about, in detail! From whom get Margot this information a person she did 

come to confess me a crime in that she murder a child!? 

There are not so much option! Somebody of the police, and/or STASI/Government and/or more 

probably somebody from the justice who ordered this observation on me. 

The conclusion about can only this that somebody of them did cooperate with that murder! That is a 

terrible deadly fact and this is very best NAZI behave! 

 

Or what was matter by this stockcar racing (see Point 10) when Isolde K. in front of more then 100 

audicance, over the loadspeaker she ask what murder thing is going on in here appartment?  

A clear statement, a clear question!  

After this racing Isolde K. ask the wife from Kurt “what is there for murder thing going on in her 

apartment”? Then Kurt menace his wife: “When you say something then you will be next time in the 

bag”! This all over the loudspeaker what did listen more then 100 people…! The “bag”! This bag’s he 

spoke from I saw once! 

What did the justice in Düsseldorf? Nothing again! Matching to 2011 how save Kurt feels that 

nothing will be come over him! This sure that he will get no punishment… because they must be 

some savior…!? 

 

Or what is with this I did reported to the police and the attorney in Düsseldorf what did Torsten 

Häusler confess to me when he was ready to talk as a approrver. Me my self wrote for the attorney 

what Torsten did confess to me. One occurrence I saw with my own eye! 3 transparent plastic bags 

of cutting bodys in the bathroom in the apartment from Kurt! (See: Nachtrag, 18.07.2016, Die Säcke 

voll Leichenteile im Badezimmer meines Bruder Kurt)  

Matching, my brother Kurt once talking something strange from the “Thousand-Year Reich of Evil”! 

Talking about “the other Love” of pain!  

After that knowledge and that what I later did remember becomes that all a sense!  

Kurt, Anke and Gerd was never ever disturbt in his killer obsession.  

At this moment they began to recoqnise that this cannot be a random or luck only!  

Kurt and the other children killer feel this save that Kurt on 2011 was encourage to say to me in the 

apartment of Margot Koch “James Mason, the mass-murder, is nothing agains him”! And he spoke 

open of 50 killed children (for sure he count only the children until I left Germany) and “he have had 

his fun with”! He say that in front of me and my sister and on this record! In the same minute he told 

me his best secret over his daughter! 

After all is this matching and fit to this investigation on 2013 to 2016. In front of this is that only a 

logical consequence and for sure a matter of fact: “The justice did never really anything against 

because they do not want or other let him not do anything against them!  

 

 

After that racing when got the information that the justice in Düsseldorf do again nothing I was 

shocked and understand that here runs anything not in the right direction. Isolde was strong believe 

that some of the government himself is involved because the “gray leave”! 

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/the.html
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/Thousand-Year.html
http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/Reich.html
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At this time I did not share here idea because this will mean that the government are ready and 

willing scarify children to sadistic killer. Accept this children death only for to hide that “gray leave”!? 

At this time I was not willing to believe that!  

 

At this time I was fixed on the police in Neuss to this police officer “Leier” while at this time he did 

say me some that make me believe he is corrupt and involved! And yes for sure he is, but that cannot 

be all! 

After I got all information beginning with the visit of my sister Margot Koch to until now!  

 

This hints from the STASI on 2014 in the hotel that it make no really sense to check my files on my 

laptop while there know I did send a copy from all to the hometown of my Chinese wife!  

That tells us twice!  

1. This information that I store a copy of my written files in the hometown of my wife is a information 

that is so intimate that there must check my e-mail, telephone an message chat’s like QQ or Skype 

etc.! With this is clear that the “STASI”, the “national security of German government”, is the 

institution there observe me in China! The STASI have the reasonability for my observation and with 

this for sure is this the institute who did cooperate with that murder! 

2. There so eager to delete my written files form my computer like there did it in the city Dormagen 

and in Stolberg-Venwegen!  

Why? What is so important that there spend this much time and effort to see and delete my 

documents? The answer is still easy! That nobody get knowledge over that like you reading just in 

this moment!  

There is a urgent suspect that the german government  over here National Security = STASI 

consciously and knowingly hold the hand over that murder-trio Kurt, Anke, and Gerd Allard and the 

helper Torsten and Sandra Häusler in here crime mass murdering of children.  

 

It seems urgent that it is a fact that the justice in Düsseldorf all over the years prevent that this killer 

never will catch, step to court and get punished for here cruelties! Because then will that get public 

and with this high probably  will knowledge over this where this “gray leave” comes public! Then 

people will ask question a lot. This question they are fear…! 

 

Wolfgang “Wolfi” Häusler 


